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The remit of this guideline is to collate and propose evidence-based guidelines for the diagnosis and 
management of adult patients with cervical cancer being treated in the United Kingdom.  

Grades of recommendations 

Recommendations are graded as per the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists document. 
Clinical Governance Advice No. 1: Guidance for the Development of RCOG Green-top Guidelines, 
available on the RCOG website at: 

https://www.rcog.org.uk/en/guidelines-research-services/guidelines/clinical-governance-advice-1a/  

Evidence was searched in the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL, The Cochrane 
Library 2014, Issue 12), MEDLINE and EMBASE up to April 2018, registers of clinical trials, abstracts of 
scientific meetings, reference lists of included studies and contacted experts in the field. 

Guidelines development process 

1) These guidelines are the property of the BGCS, and the Society reserves the right to 

amend/withdraw the guidelines.  

2) The guideline development process is detailed below: 

a) Chair, officers, council and guidelines committee (GC) nominated a lead for each 
guideline topic; 

b) Lead then identified a team called the guideline team (GT) to develop the 1st  draft; 

c) 1st draft was submitted to the GC; 

d) GC approved draft and recommended changes; 

e) Changes were accepted by the GT who produced the guidelines; 

f) 2nd draft was then submitted to council members and officers; 

g) Council and officers approved 2nd draft and recommended changes; 

h) Changes were then accepted by GC and GT; 

https://www.rcog.org.uk/en/guidelines-research-services/guidelines/clinical-governance-advice-1a/
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i) 3rd draft was sent to national and international peer review; 

j) GC and GT then made changes based on peer review comments; 

k) 4th draft was sent back to council for approval; 

l) 4th draft was sent to BGCS members for feedback; 

m) GC and GT then made changes based on members’ feedback; 

n) 5th draft was sent to public consultation including patient support groups; 

o) GC and GT then made changes based on non-members’ feedback; 

p) Final draft approved by council and officers. 
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Despite the presence of well-organized cervical screening programmes in the UK and the introduction 
of HPV vaccination in 2008 for schoolgirls, the incidence of cervical cancer is not expected to 
significantly decrease over the next few years. Over the last decade, cervical cancer incidence rates 
have increased by around 4% in females in the UK, although higher rates have been witnessed in 
Northern Ireland. Incidence rates for cervical cancer are projected to rise by 43% in the UK between 
2014 and 2035, to 17 cases per 100,000 females by 2035.  

The present document ranges from screening and investigation through to management of early and 
advanced invasive cancer and on to metastatic disease. In addition, we have included survivorship and 
quality of life and we increasingly rely on nurse specialists to provide support to our patients 
throughout their cancer journey. The aspect of fertility preserving therapeutic approaches will also be 
addressed at the various aspects of management.  

 

2. Presentation and referral: Presenting symptoms and diagnostic methods  
 
2.1 Presenting symptoms 

The reader is directed to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance (NG12) 
on referrals for suspected cancer (1), the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines network Guidance on 
management of cervical cancer (2) and the NHS Cervical Screening Programme NHSCP20 document (3). 
 

Cancer of the cervix often has no symptoms in its early stages and may be detected after an abnormal 
screening smear test. Symptoms can be subtle and attributed to benign gynaecological conditions or 
remain asymptomatic until the cancer has reached an advanced stage. When symptomatic, the most 
common symptoms are abnormal vaginal bleeding, intermenstrual (IMB), postcoital (PCB) or 
postmenopausal bleeding (PMB). Other symptoms of cervical cancer may include dyspareunia and 
abnormal vaginal discharge. Abnormal appearance of the cervix during examination should also raise 
suspicion and referral for further investigations (4). It is possible for women of all ages to develop 
cervical cancer, but traditionally the condition mainly affected sexually active women aged between 30 
and 45 years of age, however, recent data from Cancer Research UK shows the peak age of incidence 
has reduced to 25-29 years of age.  Cervical cancer is very rare in women under 25 years old (4) and 
may be more difficult to prevent in younger age women. (https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-
professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-type/cervical-cancer#heading-Zero ). 

 
If there is extra cervical advanced stage disease with spread into surrounding tissue and organs, it can 
cause other symptoms, including  haematuria, urinary incontinence, bone pain, lower limb oedema, 
flank or loin pain (due to hydroureter or hydronephrosis), changes to bladder and bowel habits, loss of 
appetite, weight loss and fatigue. 

 
Many of the signs and symptoms suggestive of cervical cancer are common to genital Chlamydia 
trachomatis infection. Women who have symptoms of irregular or contact bleeding or have an inflamed 
or friable cervix should be tested for Chlamydia trachomatis and treated if appropriate (5). The point 
prevalence of PCB in women in the community is 0.7-9% (6), but only a small proportion of these 
women are seen in secondary care. The probability that a woman under the age of 25 with PCB has 
cervical cancer is very low (6). Two per cent of women attending secondary care with PCB are diagnosed 
with cervical cancer (6). The risk of having a cervical cancer is not related to the duration and extent of 
symptoms (7). Women referred with PCB, where cervical cancer is excluded, have no increased risk of 
cervical cancer in the future (8). A systematic review identified no evidence to support performing a 
smear when a woman presents with PCB outside of the scheduled screening intervals (6) unless it is 
opportunistic in someone who has failed to attend regular screening. 

 

http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/vaginal-discharge/Pages/Introduction.aspx
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-type/cervical-cancer#heading-Zero
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-type/cervical-cancer#heading-Zero
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/blood-in-urine/Pages/Introduction.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/Incontinence-urinary/Pages/Introduction.aspx
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Although the risk is not entirely removed in a woman presenting with symptoms, a woman with a 
negative screening history has a greatly reduced risk of cervical cancer compared to a woman with 
positive cytology (6,9). 

 
2.2 History and examination 
Current guidance in the UK, recommendations for diagnosis and referral are based on guidance from 
NICE, SIGN, NHSCSP and BSCCP (1-3).  
 
The clinician should obtain a detailed account of the presenting symptoms, a full history including 
smoking status, previous smears and any previous cervical treatment. Women presenting with abnormal 
vaginal bleeding should receive an abdominal, speculum and pelvic examination at their clinical 
assessment (8). Sample-takers must visualise the cervix when taking a sample. If they notice 
abnormalities suggesting possible malignancy, the patient should be urgently referred for a colposcopic 
examination within a two weeks referral pathway (3). Treatment for patients referred via the two week 
wait rule or following high grade cervical cytology abnormality should be commenced within 62 days of 
referral or within 28 days from the date of decision to treat as per the Cancer Waiting Times guidelines. 
(1) (Grade D) 

Screen-detected cancers which are not directly visible will be referred to colposcopy clinic. For clinically 
visible cervix cancers, formal colposcopy may be omitted. However, biopsies are the recommended 
diagnostic investigations. Biopsy should be a punch biopsy, multiple punch biopsies are usually more 
reliable than a single one, or even an excisional biopsy, such as a LLETZ especially if referral screening 
test indicates high grade lesion (3).  

Recommendations: 

• Patients with suspected cervical cancer should be seen urgently, ideally in the colposcopy clinic 
to obtain directed biopsies to make a diagnosis.  (Grade D) 

 

3. Pathways for management of cervical cancer  

Staging System  
This document reflects the new FIGO staging 2018. Since this is a new system, all the presented 
supporting evidence reflects the earlier staging system, and this will be delineated and specified 
throughout these guidelines. The, previous and updated, FIGO classification systems are attached in the 
appendix of this document. 

3.1 Patient care pathways associated with a local MDT 
The National Cancer Intelligence Network report on routes to diagnosis revealed that in 2013 the 
majority of cervical cancers (61%) were diagnosed by the two week wait / direct outpatient referral from 
general practitioners (GPs), 17% were screen detected and 10% presented as emergency admissions. 
(12).  

All women with a confirmed or suspected diagnosis of cervix cancer should be discussed at a specialist 
gynaecological cancer multidisciplinary team meeting. (SMDT) (Grade D). The SMDT should comprise a 
minimum of two surgical gynaecological oncologists, clinical oncologist (radiotherapy specialist), medical 
oncologist (chemotherapy specialist), radiologist, histopathologist, cytopathologist, clinical nurse 
specialist and a multi-disciplinary team co-ordinator. (13) (Grade D).  Table one highlights the associated 
pathways with a local MDT. 
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Table One- Patient care pathways associated with a local MDT 

 

Source: Manual for cancer services: Gynaecology measures 2014 

3.2 Governance and failsafe  
Failsafe mechanisms should be in place at each stage of the patient’s journey, from referral to 
diagnostics and treatment. Healthcare providers should have systems in place to ensure that cervical 
smears suspicious of malignancy and cervical biopsies confirming malignancies are appropriately 
managed. Patients with recurrent ‘red flag’ symptoms such as intermenstrual and post coital bleeding 
should be encouraged to seek help, even if they have previously had normal findings following 
investigations.  

The cancer centres should comply with requirements of submission of data items, including Cancer 
Outcomes and Services Dataset (COSD), to enable meaningful performance and outcomes assessments 
by the National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service (NCRAS).  

Women <25 years of age should be managed in conjunction with the relevant teenage and young adult 
cancer network co-ordinating group (TYACNCG). The teenage and young adult (TYA), gynaecology cancer 
patient pathways provide additional guidance for initial management, treatment and follow up. (13,14). 
For women seeking fertility preserving options, please see section 10. Management of cancer in 
pregnancy will be found in section 12. 

Recommendations:  

• ‘Red flag’ symptoms include intermenstrual and post-coital bleeding should trigger referral for 
investigation in secondary care.  

• All appropriate cases should be discussed at the Multi-disciplinary team meeting.  (Grade D) 

 

Patient	Presents

Specialist	MDT
Stand	alone	diagnostic	service

or Either	 or

Local	MDT

Cervical	Cancer
Colposcopy/Biopsy

?	SCC	st. IA1	or	>	Histology	review	by	histopathology	core	member	of	specialist	MDT.	
Where	the	specialist	MDT	considers	a	microinvasive squamous	cancer	is	very	low	risk	
and	indicates	that	cone	biopsy	alone	is	adequate	management,	the	patient	may	be	
managed	by	the	local	team.

No	further	treatment Complete	excision	biopsy	by	local	team

No	further	treatment

Incomplete	excision	biopsy

?higher	stage

Management	by	specialist	MDT

SCC	stage	1A2	or	>
Or	non-squamous	
cancer

Management	
by	specialist	
MDT
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4. Preoperative assessment and imaging 

 
All women with cervical cancer beyond stage IA1 should have a visual inspection of the cervix and vagina 
along with a bimanual vaginal examination to assess vaginal and parametrial extension.  A rectal or 
rectovaginal examination is strongly recommended, especially when assessing larger tumours, or if 
there is uncertainty on bimanual vaginal examination or discordance between imaging and initial 
examination. (Grade D). However, this is usually carried out in the clinic before MRI scanning is 
undertaken.   Examination under anaesthesia (EUA) may be required to gain tissue for diagnosis and to 
adequately assess for vaginal/parametrial extension in some cases, although the routine use of an EUA 
and cystoscopy for staging has been superseded by modern cross-sectional imaging 
techniques.  However, the use of imaging does not negate the need for a thorough clinical 
examination.  Discordance between initial clinical examination and cross-sectional imaging would be a 
further indication for EUA.   Cross-sectional imaging does not have a role in staging IA1 tumours. 
 
MRI is more accurate than CT in pre-treatment local staging of cervical cancers and thus patient 
selection for either surgery or primary chemoradiotherapy. In particular, candidates for fertility sparing 
surgery can be identified more accurately with specialised MRI techniques, compared to clinical 
examination alone (grade B). A systematic review of 57 studies comparing CT and MRI for staging of 
cervical cancer reported that MRI was more accurate than CT, particularly for parametrial involvement, 
bladder and rectal invasion (19). A systematic review of four studies with 366 patients with cervical 
cancer FIGO stage IIB or below reported a high level of accuracy of MRI in detecting involvement of the 
uterine internal os in cervical cancer (20). MRI should be performed to set protocols and interpreted by 
radiologists with expertise in gynaecological cancer. {RCR guidelines cervical cancer imaging 2014}.  
https://www.rcr.ac.uk/system/files/publication/field_publication_files/BFCR%2814%292_18_cervix.pdf} 
(Grade B). 

Radiologists should be aware that post-biopsy changes can mimic malignancy and adversely affect the 
assessment of tumour volume particularly in small tumours (21). Staging MRI should be performed at 
least 7-10 days post biopsy to reduce post biopsy artefact, although there are no studies that evaluate 
the chronology of post-biopsy changes and they can be observed for longer.  
 
Pre-operative chest radiology is part of staging and should be performed in all women with cervical 
cancer prior to surgery (Grade D). Plain chest X-ray is more cost-effective than CT in clinical early stage 
tumours as the risk of lung metastases is low. 
 
Vaginal involvement can be seen on MRI by disruption of the low T2 vaginal wall by intermediate signal 
intensity tumour (22). Early involvement is best determined by clinical examination, as MRI may 
overestimate the degree of vaginal involvement especially at the fornices or when tumours are large or 
in cases of local inflammation (21,23). 
 
With regard to parametrial assessment, MRI has been shown to outperform clinical examination (23,24). 
High resolution T2 axial oblique sequences tangential to the cervix are essential to evaluate the 
parametrium and when performed accurately achieve specificity of up to 97% and negative predictive 
value of 100% (25). When seen, the presence of an intact low T2 stromal ring has a high negative 
predictive value (22). Endorectal surface coil assessment of cervical cancer is more sensitive in the 
detection of parametrial invasion than standard body coil (26), but due to its more invasive nature is not 
used routinely. Due to the very high negative predictive value in the assessment of bladder and rectal 
involvement, MRI can safely obviate the need for invasive cystoscopic or endoscopic staging in the 
majority of patients, if imaging does not show any bowel or bladder involvement (27). 
 

https://www.rcr.ac.uk/system/files/publication/field_publication_files/BFCR%2814%292_18_cervix.pdf
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In relation to nodal involvement, cross sectional imaging is essential. Studies have investigated both CT 
and MRI and show that either can be used, although both may present limited sensitivity and specificity, 
depending on the study (19, 27). Some studies have shown that diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) MRI 
improves detection of nodal metastases but further studies with standardized protocols are required to 
provide conclusive evidence (28). If nodal disease is suspected, PET/CT has shown to be the most 
sensitive in locally advanced cervical cancer. The MAPPING study (Clin Trials Ident: NCT01836484) will 
present findings around the diagnostic accuracy of MRI, DWI MRI, FDG-PET/CT and FEC PET/CT in the 
detection of lymph node metastases in surgically staged endometrial and cervical carcinoma. 
 
FDG PET/CT should be considered in patients staged>IB1 planned for radical chemoradiation therapy 
(grade B). A meta-analysis to compare the diagnostic performance of CT, MRI and PET or PET/CT for 
detection of metastatic nodes in cervical cancer reported PET or PET/CT had the highest pooled 
sensitivity (82%) and specificity (95%) whilst sensitivity and specificity for CT (50% and 92% ) and MRI 
(56% and 91%) were less accurate (29). A systematic review and meta-analysis of diagnostic accuracy of 
tests for lymph node status in primary cervical cancer reported the greatest accuracy with sentinel node 
biopsy and that PET/CT was superior to MRI and CT (30). Surgical staging with lymphadenectomy 
remains the gold standard. 
 
Recommendations:  

• Visual inspection of the cervix is essential with thorough clinical staging 

• MRI is the preferred imaging technique. DWI may increase the sensitivity 

• FDG-PET scanning should be carried out in cases more advanced than stage IB2 (FIGO 2018) and 
in all cases planned for combined chemotherapy and radiation therapy (Grade B) 

• For further reading and references, the reader is directed to the following (32-48). 

5.  Sentinel lymph node biopsy   

The recent consensus statement on sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) from the BGCS is accessible using 
the link below. This also includes recommendation on the pathological processing of sentinel lymph 
nodes (SLNs).  https://bgcs.org.uk/news/sentinel-consensus-document-for-endometrial-and-cervical-
cancer-bgcs.html 

SLNB has a high sensitivity for detection of metastases in tumours <2 cm, but is less accurate for larger 
tumours, (Grade B).  SLNB is a technique in which the first draining lymph nodes (known as sentinel 
lymph nodes) are removed and examined histologically in order to provide information about the status 
of the nodal basin (metastatic or non-metastatic) without the need for full lymphadenectomy. SLNB is 
now integrated into staging protocols for breast and vulval cancers and has been of increasing interest 
in the management of cervical cancer. The identification of positive nodes pre-operatively may allow the 
selection of women that would benefit from primary chemo-radiotherapy and can spare these women 
the additional morbidity associated with radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy. Taken 
overall, the results of studies to date indicate that the negative predictive value of an uninvolved 
sentinel node is high (95%) and is superior to all other imaging modalities, including PET/CT.  

In one multi-centre prospective study, when combined with pre-operative lymphoscintigraphy, 17% of 
involved SLNs were identified in unexpected anatomical locations. In addition, in 39.1% of cases, 
histological ultra-staging and immunohistochemistry detected micro-metastases that would have been 
undetected by conventional histopathological assessment (49). Therefore, SLNB may be more reliable in 
determining lymph node status than conventional full lymphadenectomy.   

Combined use of Technetium-99m colloid (99mTc) lymphoscintigraphy and blue dye currently appears 
to be the most reliable detection method for SLNB. (Grade A) 

https://bgcs.org.uk/news/sentinel-consensus-document-for-endometrial-and-cervical-cancer-bgcs.html
https://bgcs.org.uk/news/sentinel-consensus-document-for-endometrial-and-cervical-cancer-bgcs.html
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 Of the three most commonly used detection methods for SLNB (Technetium-99m colloid, blue dye or a 
combination of the two), the combined method using Technetium-99m colloid (99mTc) and blue dye 
together is consistently shown to be the most reliable in high quality meta-analyses (50-53). The 
sensitivity of a combination of 99mTC and blue dye for detection of SLN metastasis in early cervix cancer 
is 88-92%. Bilateral detection rates are 92-97% for the combined method compared with 81-88% for 
blue dye alone and 88-90% for 99mTc alone.  Near infrared (NIR) fluorescence imaging is a more recent 
technique which uses medical dyes that fluorescence in the NIR spectrum. Indocyanine green is the 
most commonly used dye and has gained interest with the increased use of robotic surgical platforms 
that are compatible with NIR detection. Because there is no requirement for the lengthy regulatory 
processes associated with the use of radioactive methods, NIR imaging is also seen as attractive method, 
due to its simplicity and ease of use. The formal evaluation of NIR fluorescence imaging for SLNB in 
cervix cancer compared with full pelvic lymphadenectomy is limited to a few studies with small patient 
numbers. These show promising results and indicate successful bilateral detection rate for SLNs in 60-
89% of cases with a negative predictive value of 93-100% rate for SLNs in 60-89% of cases with a 
negative predictive value of 93-100% (54-56). Until these findings are confirmed in larger studies, 
directly comparing the use of NIR fluorescence imaging with combined radiocolloid and blue dye 
detection, or in high quality meta-analyses, results should be interpreted with caution. 
 
Failure to identify a SLN in one hemi-pelvis, necessitates a full lymphadenectomy on that side. (Grade D). 
As a midline structure, the cervix drains to nodal basins on both sides of the pelvis. Therefore, where 
SLNB is used, sentinel nodes must be identified in both sides of the pelvis, as the histological status of 
the SLN in one hemi-pelvis does not predict the histological status of the nodes in the contralateral 
hemi-pelvis (57-58).  Lymph node metastasis in one hemi-pelvis may prevent normal drainage to that 
side and lead to false negatives. This phenomenon is seen in other cancers where SLNB is used in 
management. Therefore, failure to identify a SLN in one hemi-pelvis mandates full pelvic 
lymphadenectomy on that side.  
 
SLNs should be processed by serial sectioning and immunohistochemistry. (Grade B). Multiple studies 
have found that intra-operative frozen section is limited in its ability to identify small metastases and 
micro-metastatic disease with sensitivity as low as 21% reported (53-55). A high false negative is 
particularly associated with tumours of >20 cm3 volume (56-58). More recent reports show improved 
outcome with lower recurrence rate. Histopathological ultra-staging of the lymph node with serial 
sectioning and immunohistochemistry is required.  As such, intra-operative evaluation of non-enlarged 
nodes is limited, in terms of clinical utility. Therefore, until more accurate methods of intra-operative 
histopathological assessment have been developed, a two-stage procedure is required in which the 
SLNB biopsy is performed initially, followed by definitive surgery on another date, in the case of a 
histopathologically negative SLN.  

Assessment of lymph node status with SLNB can be considered in centres with sufficient expertise and 
training in this technique (Grade B). Systematic reviews of SLNB in clinically staged, early cervix cancer 
show that it is a reliable method for detection of lymph node metastases in this setting, particularly for 
small tumours (<2cm) (59-61).  

In a recent randomised prospective multicentre study of 206 women with stage IA-IIA1 cervical cancer 
(FIGO 2009 staging system), women with a negative intra-operative frozen section of SLNs were 
randomised to either no further nodal dissection (SLNB alone) versus SLN surgery plus complete pelvic 
lymphadenectomy. No false negatives were identified in the women undergoing SLN surgery plus 
complete lymphadenectomy. Morbidity was significantly reduced in the SLNB only group compared to 
those having complete lymphadenectomy (31.4% and 51.5% respectively, P=0.0046). Quality of life 
scores were better in the SLNB only group and lymphoedema rates were reduced. Two isolated lymph 
node recurrences were reported in the SLNB-only group, compared with none in the group having SLNB 
plus complete lymphadenectomy. The study did not have sufficient statistical power to assess survival 
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outcomes, although recurrence-free survival does not appear significantly different in the two groups at 
3 years (62). Longer term outcomes following SLNB alone are awaited. The SENTIX trial, a prospective 
multicentre trial of sentinel lymph node surgery alone in SLN negative patients which commenced 
enrolment in June 2016, has recruited 340 patients and will report on 5-year oncological outcomes at 
the end of 2021. The SENTICOL III study, started accrual in 2018 and randomizes women with a negative 
SLN on intra-operative frozen section to SLN biopsy alone versus SLN and pelvic lymphadenectomy. The 
end points are 3-year disease-free survival and quality of life. There is currently not enough data on 
oncological outcomes and centres adopting this technique should maintain prospective data on 
patients. 

Multiple protocols have been used for SLNB across different studies using different detection methods, 
timing of injections, numbers of injections, and volumes and sites of injection. To date there is no 
standard accepted protocol. There is also a learning curve associated with the technique of SLNB across 
all tumour sites. Improved detection rates are consistently seen with increased numbers of procedures 
performed. Therefore, surgeons performing SLNB are strongly advised to undertake this procedure as 
part of a full lymphadenectomy initially, in order to determine their false negative rate as a quality 
assurance process during their learning curve. Results of local practice should be audited. Women 
considering SLNB should be advised that the long-term survival outcomes following sentinel node 
surgery alone are not yet available. SLNB should be offered within the context of relevant clinical trials, 
such as SHAPE (63). 

More recent studies offer alternative opinions, the lower sensitivity of SLN for pelvic LN staging had only 
been shown in early reports however more recent papers did not show this demonstrating a higher 
sensitivity (64, 65). 

Recommendations:  

• SLNB can be considered in the management of women with tumours of <2 cm in diameter in 
addition to formal PLND.  

• Strict adherence to protocol is important and surgeons must perform side-specific nodal 
dissection in any cases of failed mapping.  

• There should be an initial training period with high exposure to ensure quality.   

• All suspicious or grossly enlarged nodes must be removed regardless of findings at SLN mapping.  

• Long-term safety of SLNB alone has yet to be established in prospective studies comparing SLNB 
with SLNB and full lymphadenectomy and women considering SLNB should be informed of this. 
(Grade B) 
 

6. Pathology of cervix cancer 

Detailed guidelines are available on Royal College of Pathologists (RCPath) website 
(https://www.rcpath.org/profession/publications/cancer-datasets.html). This section addresses some 
areas of clinical importance in the pathology of cervical cancer.  

 

6.1 Clinical information required on the specimen request form 

Given the increasing centralization of laboratories this may result in pathology departments being sited 
away from the clinical areas and not always sharing the same information systems.  The request form 
has become an important medium of communication. In addition to demographic details, the request 
form should contain cervical screening history (at least the latest cytology result), results of previous 
biopsies including the dimensions of the cancer, radiology results and the details of all specimens sent.  

 

https://www.rcpath.org/profession/publications/cancer-datasets.html
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6.2 Reporting of small biopsy specimens 

Recording of dimensions of a large loop excision of the transformation zone (LLETZ) or loop biopsy of the 
cervix should be in three dimensions. The diameter of the ectocervix (two dimensions) and the depth 
(thickness) should be recorded. This should be as accurate and reproducible as possible, as it is relevant 
for staging, assessing adequacy of colposcopy (66) and therapeutic decision-making.  A cervical LLETZ 
specimen is usually trimmed by serial slicing at 2-3 mm in a sagittal/parasagittal plane. The slices are 
submitted in sequential, individually labelled cassettes such that the sequence of slices is unambiguous. 
This enables assessment of a carcinoma whose third dimension may exceed 7 mm. Core histological 
data items that should be present in all histological reports of cervical carcinoma include tumour type, 
tumour grade, tumour dimensions, lymphovascular invasion, resection margins and FIGO stage. 

 

All cervical carcinomas should be typed according to the 2014 WHO classification (67).  Although a 
detailed description of different tumour types is beyond the scope of these guidelines, a few points 
should be noted. Nearly all-squamous carcinomas of the cervix are aetiologically related to HPV 
infections; although rare HPV-negative cancers have been described [68]. HPV-negative cervical 
adenocarcinomas are increasingly recognized, and it is now well established that gastric type 
adenocarcinomas of the cervix are unrelated to HPV. A new classification, based on HPV association, has 
been proposed (69). A system of assessing cervical adenocarcinomas based on the pattern of invasion 
has been developed and has been shown to be reproducible amongst pathologists and to correlate with 
the risk of lymph node involvement and outcomes (70). 

 

Measurement of tumour dimensions in cervical carcinomas is important for accurate FIGO staging of 
early cervical cancers. Carcinomas must be measured in millimetres in three dimensions. Accurate 
measurements are paramount in distinguishing between the different early FIGO stages (71). Tumour 
measurements are one of the parameters, which affect decisions regarding type of surgery and need for 
adjuvant therapy.  

 

The measurements must be provided in three dimensions, depth of invasion can be replaced by 
thickness of tumour in some cases especially in ulcerated cancers and adenocarcinomas. The term 
‘microinvasive carcinoma’ does not feature in the FIGO staging systems and should not be used. 
Detailed descriptions of preferred methods of measurement are beyond the scope of these guidelines. 

 

6.3 Reporting lymphovascular space invasion 

Lymphovascular space invasion (LVSI) does not affect staging of cervical carcinoma. Correlation of LVSI 
with outcome has been difficult to assess due to variability in recognition (72). Variability in fixation 
leading to retraction around tumour groups is a well-recognized mimic. Assessment is difficult in 
fragmented and diathermized specimens. Features that may help in recognition of LVSI are presence of 
endothelial lining, adherence of the tumour cells to the side of the space, presence of adherent fibrin 
and matching of tumour contours to the outline of the space. LVSI has been shown as an independent 
predictive factor of adverse outcome although there is not yet enough evidence to support 
quantification of LVSI, distinguishing between blood and lymphatic channels or description of site of LVSI 
(73-75). 

 

6.4 Reporting of frozen sections 

In most institutions in the United Kingdom, frozen sections for cervical tumours are not routinely used 
for the assessment of resection margins. However, in some specialist centres, frozen sections are used 
for the intraoperative evaluation of the upper limit of trachelectomy specimens. The resected cervix is 
sent for frozen section evaluation of the proximal margin with a recommended tumour (invasive and in-
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situ) clearance of 5-10 mm [76]. If this clearance is not achieved, additional cervical tissue is excised to 
obtain that clearance, or a completion hysterectomy is performed if intraoperative assessment indicates 
that an adequate margin clearance is not possible (77).  

 

There are limitations of frozen section on trachelectomy specimens and the discrepancies are mainly 
due to inherent difficulties in discrimination of subtle invasion from benign mimics. Tubo-endometrioid 
metaplasia, which commonly occurs- particularly after loop excisions, may simulate cervical glandular 
intraepithelial neoplasia on frozen section [77] giving rise to a false positive report on frozen section. 
Assessment of margins in trachelectomy specimens is possible in some macroscopically visible tumours 
(78).  In cervical cancers, lymph node involvement is a strong predictor of survival [79]. The 5-year 
survival rate decreases from 92% to 64% in cases of positive pelvic lymph nodes (80-81). In the context 
of fertility-preserving procedures, the intra-operative assessment of clinically suspicious lymph nodes 
may be of value. Frozen section is also highly crucial within the context of Sentinel LN technique (83).  
(Grade B) 

 
6.5 Testing for HPV/p 16 

6.5.1 HPV testing 

The causative role of distinct types of human papilloma viruses (HPVs), referred to as high risk (HR) HPV 
types, in most types of cervical cancer has been unequivocally established [84]. The oncogenic potential 
of these viruses is quite divergent: HPV16, 18 and 45 are clearly very potent oncogenic agents, whereas 
oncogenicity of most of the other viruses of this group is less potent [85]. Molecular testing for HPV may 
occasionally be useful in a diagnostic scenario when, for example, in the context of a metastatic 
neoplasm the differential includes an HPV-related versus a non-HPV-related primary carcinoma. PCR 
based assays are usually sufficiently sensitive, but when the viral load is low, in-situ hybridization (ISH) 
techniques may be needed. HPV typing may be of value when considering patient selection for 
immunotherapy trials (86). 

 

6.5.2 P16 staining 

In cervical pre-neoplastic and neoplastic lesions associated with high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) 
infection, there is functional inactivation of Rb by HPV E7 protein. This results in an accumulation of p16 
protein, because normally Rb inhibits transcription of p16 (88). As a consequence, in the cervix diffuse 
p16 positivity can be regarded as a surrogate marker of the presence of high-risk HPV (84). This is of 
value in that most histopathology laboratories do not have the facilities to undertake molecular 
techniques to identify HPV, whereas p16 immunohistochemistry is easy to perform. It is also clear that 
focal, or even diffuse, p16 expression may occur as a result of non-HPV- related mechanisms (89).  
Diffuse (as opposed to focal) positivity with p16 in the cervix can be regarded as surrogate marker of the 
presence of high-risk HPV. Most cervical carcinomas (squamous, glandular and high grade 
neuroendocrine) are p16 positive, as a result of their association with high risk HPV (89). Some types of 
endocervical adenocarcinoma have been reported to be p16-negative (90). P16 is a useful marker to 
help in grading intraepithelial neoplasia. (90). It can be used to ascertain the tumour origin as 
endocervical adenocarcinoma, as discussed, is usually associated with high-risk HPV, whereas this is 
rarely the case with an endometrial adenocarcinoma (91). As a consequence, most cervical 
adenocarcinomas exhibit diffuse positivity with p16 whereas endometrial adenocarcinoma of 
endometrioid type is usually negative or there is focal positivity. 

 
Recommendations:  

• These would adhere to the RCPath guidance. (Grade B) 
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7  Surgical management of cervical cancer per stage (the new FIGO classification version 2018 applies)   

7.1. Stage IA1  
Conisation for stage IA1 cervical cancer 
Conisation for stage IA1 cervical cancer has been recommended by numerous authors and is included in 
other established guidelines. The aim of conisation is to achieve negative margins to both cancer and 
dysplasia. Cold knife conisation used to be seen as having the advantage over loop conisation (LLETZ) 
with the margins being easier to assess. However, LLETZ is now the acceptable and preferred option in 
the UK, as long as adequate margins are achieved along with a non-fragmented specimen, correct 
histological orientation, and no electrosurgical artefact interfering with marginal assessment.  

Conisation (LLETZ, knife, & LASER) has been systematically reviewed extensively in patients with cervical 
intra-epithelial neoplasia (CIN). Complications include cervical incompetence and stenosis, risks of 
premature delivery, leading to neonatal death and complications of extreme prematurity. A detailed 
assessment of these risks is outside the scope of this guideline, but it should be noted that when 
treating stage IA1 disease, patients often receive more than one conisation or large cones greater than 
15mm deep, which are associated with a greater risk of these complications. This must be explained to 
patients undergoing conisation for cervical cancer (92-96). Especially in view of the fact that the lateral 
extent of the lesion is no longer taken into consideration for the early stages IA1 and 2, lesions with 
wider lateral extent will need larger cones.  individual discussions and decision-making processes will 
need to happen whether a cone excision alone would be sufficient for the larger tumours, although they 
will probably represent a rarity.  

When the patient has completed her family or does not require fertility sparing approach, a simple 
hysterectomy may be advised. 

Recommendations: 

• Conisation (cold knife or LLETZ) is an acceptable treatment for stage IA1 squamous cell and 
adenocarcinoma of the cervix (Grade B) 

• Re-conisation is recommended if there are positive margins to intra-epithelial neoplasia (Grade 
A) 

• Re-conisation is recommended if the specimen cannot be orientated, is fragmented, or has 
diathermy artefact that makes margin assessment impossible 

• Conisation (LLETZ, knife, & LASER) for cervical cancer is often large or multiple and carries a 
higher risk of obstetric complications in the future. This must be explained to women who have 
this treatment and alternative options discussed 

• Recent evidence has indicated that SLND approach may be extended to use in Stage IA1 (Grade 
C) 

• In patients with LVSI a pelvic LND and/or SLNB should be performed  (Grade A) 

• https://bgcs.org.uk/news/sentinel-consensus-document-for-endometrial-and-cervical-cancer-
bgcs.html 

 
7.2 Stage IA2 – IB2 cervical cancer (FIGO 2018)  

The standard management for patients with FIGO stages IA2, IB1 and Ib2 (FIGO 2018) cervical cancer is 
radical hysterectomy and bilateral salpingectomy +/- bilateral oophorectomy with bilateral pelvic 
lymphadenectomy. For younger patients who wish to preserve their ovarian function, opportunistic 
bilateral salpingectomy should be discussed and offered. The extent of radicality of the local resection 
has been an issue of debate for decades, however two randomised controlled trials found that following 
a less radical approach in terms of a Piver-Rutledge type I instead of III (Piver 1 or 2 – Class A/B) has 
equal oncologic safety, but a lower surgical morbidity profile (97,98). Wright et al found that patients 
with stage IB1 cervical cancer (FIGO 2018) with no LVSI and negative pelvic nodes had only 0.4% risk for 

https://bgcs.org.uk/news/sentinel-consensus-document-for-endometrial-and-cervical-cancer-bgcs.html
https://bgcs.org.uk/news/sentinel-consensus-document-for-endometrial-and-cervical-cancer-bgcs.html
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parametrial invasion and, therefore, could have received simple hysterectomy (95-96). Based on this 
and similar retrospective studies (101-103), three prospective randomised clinical trials have been 
designed to study the role of less radical surgery in this patient group. Patients eligible for these trials 
should be offered trial participation. The largest ongoing trial is the SHAPE Trial (ClinicalTrials.gov 
Identifier: NCT01658930), a randomized phase III trial comparing radical hysterectomy and pelvic node 
dissection vs simple hysterectomy and pelvic node dissection in patients with low risk early stage 
cervical cancer less than 2cm, including those with IA1 disease.  The study has completed recruitment 
with seven hundred patients in 2019 and survival results are awaited. 

Traditionally, the removal of lymph nodes is recommended from the following anatomical regions: 
external iliac lymph nodes from the bifurcation of common iliac artery to the deep circumflex iliac vein; 
the nodes around the internal iliac vessels; the nodes from the obturator fossa down to the level of the 
obturator nerve. (For SLN protocols and value please see section five.) 

For women with stage IA2 disease who wish to preserve their fertility, individualised management 
should be discussed ranging from simple cone excision , simple or radical hysterectomy depending on 
the patient’s previous cervical surgeries, lateral extension of the tumour, and presence of LVSI.  

 

Recommendations: 

• Women with stage IA2 cervical carcinoma who wish to preserve their fertility are eligible for 
conization/ simple or radical trachelectomy irrespective of grade and lymph-vascular space 
invasion, as long as clear margins can be achieved, and no pathological LN are identified in 
staging. (Grade B) 

• The standard management for stage IB1 and IB2 cervical cancer (FIGO 2018), outside of clinical 
trials, is radical hysterectomy and bilateral salpingectomy with bilateral pelvic 
lymphadenectomy +/- bilateral oophorectomy. (Grade A) 

• Patients eligible for clinical trials evaluating extent of surgery should be offered trial 
participation 

• SLNB is a promising way of diagnosing lymph node metastases and reducing the morbidity of 
systematic pelvic LND (Grade C) 

• Young patients with adenocarcinoma should be counselled carefully regarding bilateral 
salpingoophorectomy, due to the higher risk of metastases and/or relapse in the adnexa 
compared to squamous cell histology (Grade A) 

• Chemoradiotherapy is a valid alternative to radical surgery but usually offered for those unfit for 
surgery or where a double treatment modality (i.e., surgery and radiotherapy) is to be avoided 
(Grade A) 

• Radical trachelectomy with cerclage and bilateral pelvic lymphadenectomy and/or SLN is an 
option for patients with cervical cancer up to stage Ib1 (FIGO 2018) who wish to preserve their 
fertility. Trachelectomy may be an option also for Ib2 (FIGO 2018) tumours if patients are 
properly counselled by an experienced team about the higher oncologic risks. The estimated 
figures of global outcomes following trachelectomy can be seen in Table two below.  There are 
protocols that apply neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by trachelectomy, however these are 
not standard practice. Adjuvant chemoradiotherapy is recommended for patients with high-risk 
pathological prognostic factors (positive nodes, positive/close surgical margin, positive 
parametrium) (Grade C) 

 

Table Two, Recommended Estimated Figures of Global Outcomes Following Different Types of 
Trachelectomy for Stage IB1 Cervical Cancer to be used During Patient Counselling. 
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 RVT ART (open) Minimally  
invasive ART 

Does not receive fertility sparing surgery Circa 11% Circa 17% Circa 8% 

Recurrence rate Circa 5% Circa 5% Circa 6%** 

Cervical erosion rate Circa 3% Circa 3% Circa 5% 

Cervical stenosis rate Circa 8% Circa 11% Circa 5% 

Achieves at least one pregnancy Circa 50% Circa 50% Circa 66% 

Proportion of pregnancies secondary to 
fertility treatment 

About a ¼ 
 

About a ½ 
 

About a 1/3 

Women who achieve a live birth Circa 50% Circa 25% Circa 57% 

Premature delivery rate * Circa 40% Circa 50% Circa 49% 

Extreme premature delivery rate Circa 17% Circa 20% Circa 22% 

 

*This figure is affected by the proportion of elective Caesarean Sections before 37 weeks’ gestation. 
 
7.3. Ovarian conservation 
The incidence of ovarian metastasis is not significant in patients with stage IB squamous cell carcinoma 
(0.2%) and therefore, ovarian preservation in young patients is safe (104). Published data on rates of 
ovarian metastasis in cervical adenocarcinomas are conflicting. Shimada et al found that 3.72% of 
patients with stage IB adenocarcinoma had ovarian metastases, which suggests that clinicians should be 
cautious offering ovarian preservation (104). Others, however found no difference in outcomes in 
patients with adenocarcinoma (105-108). One recent study of 312 patients found ovarian metastases in 
14 women (4.5%) (109). Nine of these had stage IIA (FIGO 2009) disease or above and would not have 
qualified for fertility sparing surgery. Of the five patients with stage IB (FIGO 2009) disease, all had 
uterine corpus involvement at final histology and would also have been unsuitable for fertility-sparing 
surgery. The fact that most series include patients with disease greater than 4cm makes the estimation 
of risk of ovarian metastasis in smaller cases, so patients should be counselled carefully. Ovarian 
preservation is acceptable in adenocarcinoma patients who wish to preserve their fertility as on the 
balance of probability, women at risk of ovarian metastases will have completion treatment including 
the ovaries. 
 
7.4. Laparoscopy versus laparotomy 

Recent evidence from a prospective randomized trial (311) and a large SEER meta-analysis (312) showed 
a significant compromise of overall oncologic outcome in terms of both progression-free and overall 
survival of the minimal invasive compared to the open approach for patients with early stage cervical 
cancer up to 4cm.   The surgical morbidity and mortality, as well as quality of life scores were all similar 
between the two modalities. These data are in contradiction with previous retrospective studies which 
showed equivalent oncologic outcome and even lower morbidity in the minimal invasive arm.  

The UK National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service in their analysis of 929 patients who 
underwent either open or minimally invasive radical hysterectomy replicated the impaired overall 
survival outcome of the minimally invasive surgery group. (https://bgcs.org.uk/news/ncras-cervical-
cancer-radical-hysterectomy-analysis.html).  In their May 2019 statement, ESGO advised that in radical 
hysterectomy, open approach is the gold standard. (https://www.esgo.org/explore/council/esgo-
statement-laparoscopic-radical-hysterectomy/).  
 

Following the recently published evidence, patients should be carefully counselled about existing 
evidence to enable them to make an informed decision about their treatment.  In light of this analysis 
from English data, the BGCS recommends that clinicians and patients exercise caution, taking into 

https://bgcs.org.uk/news/ncras-cervical-cancer-radical-hysterectomy-analysis.html
https://bgcs.org.uk/news/ncras-cervical-cancer-radical-hysterectomy-analysis.html
https://www.esgo.org/explore/council/esgo-statement-laparoscopic-radical-hysterectomy/
https://www.esgo.org/explore/council/esgo-statement-laparoscopic-radical-hysterectomy/
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account factors such as tumour size, when considering  laparoscopic surgery for cervical cancer. We 
recommend that gynaecological cancer surgeons and nurse specialists discuss in detail the risks and 
benefits of the different surgical options with patients to enable women to make an informed choice. 
NCRAS analysis of the size of cervical tumour as a variable in predicting survival is ongoing and will 
provide very useful data in guiding future BGCS recommendations in this area.  

Furthermore, In an effort to further elucidate variations in practice in Europe and the impact of 
minimally invasive surgery (MIS) in cervical cancer in European Centres; the European Society of 
Gynecological Oncology (ESGO), has launched the SUCCOR Study NCT03958305 (313): “An international 
european cohort observational study comparing MIS versus open abdominal radical hysterectomy in 
patients with stage IB1 cervical cancer operated in 2013-2014”. The FIGO staging that applied was still 
the one from FIGO 2009. Even though this retrospective study also confirmed, that patients with IB1 
(FIGO 2009) cervical cancer that underwent radical hysterectomy by MIS showed a significantly higher 
risk of relapse and death, patients with tumours smaller than 2 cm and those with previous cone biopsy 
did not show differences in disease free survival (DFS) by the surgical approach. Furthermore, the 
investigators showed that the use of a uterine manipulator in MIS impacted the DFS negatively in this 
population. Patients that underwent radical hysterectomy by MIS without the use of a manipulator 
showed the same outcome  as those operated by open surgery and even more, protective manoeuvres 
to avoid tumour spillage at the time of the colpotomy in MIS improved the DFS in these patients.  

The currently ongoing phase III prospective randomised controlled international trial has been 
established (Robot-assisted Approach to Cervical Cancer “RACC” NCT03719547) to further assess the 
risks and compare oncologic and surgical outcomes of open radical hysterectomy versus robotic 
hysterectomy in centres with strictly established quality assurance criteria of surgical training and 
appropriate infrastructure. 
 
7.5 Adjuvant treatment after surgery 

There will be some patients post operatively who, despite adequate preoperative staging, at final 
pathology have adverse prognostic factors that will require discussion about adjuvant treatment, such 
as microscopically involved margins, positive LN or larger tumour size. The following histopathological 
risk factors should be considered when considering postoperative adjuvant chemoradiotherapy. 

High-risk factors: 

• Positive pelvic/para-aortic lymph nodes 

• Parametrial spread 

• Positive surgical margins (microscopic)  

•  Patients with high-risk factors present in the radical hysterectomy specimen should be offered 
adjuvant concurrent chemoradiotherapy. Concurrent chemoradiation therapy is superior to 
radiation alone (118) 

Intermediate-risk factors: 

• Presence of LVSI 

• Tumour maximum diameter >4cm at final pathology 

• Deep cervical stromal invasion (>1/3) 

The GOG 92 prospective trial recruited patients with two or more intermediate-risk factors (according to 
Sedlis-criteria, which can be seen below in Table Three) after radical hysterectomy and pelvic 
lymphadenectomy and compared outcomes of patient groups with or without adjuvant pelvic 
radiotherapy (but no chemotherapy) (118-124). Patients who received adjuvant radiotherapy had a 
significantly improved recurrence-free survival,  but no statistically significant overall survival benefit. It 
is unknown if the addition of chemotherapy would increase the overall survival.  
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Table Three. Sedlis Criteria (117) 

LVSI Depth of invasion in thirds Tumour size in cm 

+ Deep Any 

+ Middle ≥2 

+ Superficial ≥5 

- Middle or deep ≥4 

 

Patients with intermediate-risk factors, therefore, should be considered for adjuvant 
chemoradiotherapy or observation and the GOG 92 results should be discussed. Patients were eligible 
for the trial according to the Sedlis-criteria (121). This study was carried out some time ago and more 
recent studies show better surgical outcome without the need for adjuvant treatment (122). 

 
8 Management of locally advanced cervix cancer stage IB3-IVA (FIGO 2018) 

The standard treatment for locally advanced cervical cancer is currently chemo-radiotherapy consisting 
of external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), intracavitary brachytherapy (BT) and concomitant chemotherapy 
with Cisplatin (125-128). A randomised controlled trial by Landoni et al (126) compared radical surgery 
with radical radiotherapy in patients with stage IB-IIA and found no survival difference in patients with 
squamous cell carcinoma  but higher morbidity in patients with a combined treatment modality. For that 
reason, combined treatment should be avoided, and surgery should not be pursued in patients who are 
expected to need postoperative chemoradiotherapy. There is controversy about how to manage 
patients with positive nodes and whether the proposed surgery should be abandoned, or completion 
carried out. No trial has ever been completed to address this and individual MDTs/tumour boards 
should determine a local policy. 

 
8.1 Stage IB3/IIA2 cervical cancer (FIGO 2018) 

1) Treatment strategy should aim to avoid the combination of radical surgery and postoperative 
EBRT, due to significant increase of morbidity and no impact on survival. (Grade A) 

2) Definitive platinum-based chemo-radiotherapy and brachytherapy is preferred (see Principles of 
radiotherapy). (Grade A) 

3) Pelvic exenteration is an option in selected cases with stage IVA disease. This should be 
especially considered when need for symptom control applies, eg for fistulae. (Grade C) 

8.2 Locally advanced disease and involved lymph nodes on radiological staging 
1) Definitive chemoradiotherapy and brachytherapy with an additional radiation boost to the 

involved lymph nodes is recommended in patients with unequivocally involved pelvic lymph 
nodes on imaging (see principles of radiotherapy) 

2) Para-aortic (at least up to the inferior mesenteric artery) lymph node dissection maybe 
considered before treatment for staging purposes if no evidence of disease on imaging (PET-CT 
recommended for imaging nodes). 

 
8.3 Stage IIB, IIIA/IIIB, IVA cervical cancer (FIGO 2018) 

1) Definitive chemoradiotherapy and brachytherapy with an additional radiation boost to the 
involved lymph nodes is recommended in patients with unequivocally involved pelvic lymph 
nodes on imaging (see principles of radiotherapy). The Uterus-11 trial, (NCT01049100) a 
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multicentre phase III Intergroup trial of the German Radiation Oncology Group (ARO) and 
the Gynaecologic Cancer Group (AGO) was designed to evaluate the role of surgical staging 
in patients with stage IIB-IV cervical cancer before primary chemoradiation therapy within a 
prospective randomised design. The study has finished recruiting, results are awaited.  

2) Paraaortic (at least up to the inferior mesenteric artery) lymph node dissection maybe 
considered before treatment for staging purposes if no evidence of disease on imaging (PET-
CT recommended for imaging nodes). 

3) Pelvic exenteration is an option in selected cases with stage 4A (T4M0) disease. 
 

8.4 Cervical stump cancer 
Management of cervical stump cancer follows the recommendations for patients with subtotal 
hysterectomy. Adaptation of radiotherapy and brachytherapy may be necessary. 

8.5 Principles of radiotherapy 

8.5.1 Definitive chemoradiotherapy and brachytherapy: general aspects  
Definitive management (without tumour related surgery) consists of concomitant pelvic radiotherapy 
(platinum-based) and brachytherapy or pelvic EBRT alone and brachytherapy. 

1) Overall treatment time for the definitive treatment should not exceed 7-8 weeks. Overall 
treatment time for EBRT should not exceed 5-6 weeks (Grade A). 

2) Delay of treatment and/or treatment interruptions must be avoided, i.e. patients should be 
treated as category 1 patients (Grade A). 
 

There is evidence that overall treatment time (OTT), including brachytherapy, should be as short as 
possible and should not exceed 56 days for squamous carcinoma (124). Recent data from retro 
EMBRACE study indicates that the effect of OTT shortening by one week was equivalent to escalating 
CTVHR dose by 5 Gy (D90), resulting in increase of local control by 1.0% (small tumours) to 2.5% (large 
tumours). The EMBRACE data (125) is based on a treatment time of 7 weeks and ideally OTT should be 
less than 7 weeks. 

It is recommended to use pelvic intensity modulated radiotherapy to deliver EBRT with an appropriate 
IGRT (image guided radiotherapy) programme (Grade B). 

Pelvic EBRT is currently delivered with different techniques: 3D conformal EBRT, intensity modulated 
radiotherapy (IMRT), volumetric arc techniques (VMAT), and tomotherapy (131-135). Application of 
IMRT in cervix cancer significantly reduces the volume of tissue irradiated to intermediate doses such as 
30-40 Gy for bladder, rectum, sigmoid and bowel (133). The progress from 3D conformal EBRT to IMRT 
has demonstrated a reduction of treatment related morbidity in mono-institutional and retrospective 
settings (135-137). Furthermore, EMBRACE quality of life data has shown a significantly lower incidence 
of bowel symptoms in patients treated with IMRT compared to 3D conformal EBRT with the four-field 
box technique (131). However studies of intra and inter-fraction motion show that there is significant 
internal motion of the cervix and uterus due to rectal and bladder filling and tumour regression as 
shown by Beadle (132), Van de Bunt (136), Taylor & Powell (137) and adequate margins must allow for 
this when using IMRT as well as a comprehensive online cone beam based imaging protocol ideally 
including daily imaging with a back-up plan. 

1) A total dose of 45-50 Gy using 1.8-2 Gy per fraction should be used. 
 
Randomised studies of radiotherapy have utilised fractionation regimens of 40-50.4 Gy in daily 1.8-2Gy 
fractions (Grade B) (RCR Guidelines). An RCR audit by Forrest & Clarke in 2012 (140) showed the most 
common UK regimens were 45 Gy in 25 fractions or 50.4 Gy in 28 fractions. Pelvic EBRT dose should be 
45-50.4 Gy in 1.8 Gy per fraction to the central disease and the elective nodes. The central CTV volume 
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should include all known disease (GTV), entire cervix, parametrium, upper half of the vagina / at least 2 
cm below GTV and entire uterus. The elective nodal volume should include all involved nodes, common 
iliac lymph nodes, internal and external iliac lymph nodes, obturator nodes and pre-sacral lymph nodes. 
These should be contoured as per a contouring atlas (Taylor and Powell 2008) (134-139,135).  

2) Tumour and lymph node related target volume for IMRT includes the primary cervical tumour, 
the parametria, uterine corpus, upper half vagina (at least 2 cm below disease) and the pelvic 
lymph nodes (obturator, internal, external, common iliac and pre-sacral). In case of extensive 
pelvic node involvement / common iliac/ para aortic lymph node involvement the nodal target 
should include the para-aortic lymph node at least up to the level of the renal vessels. 
 

3) Data from the EMBRACE studies (132) showed a significant incidence of para-aortic failure in 
patients with known pelvic nodes (11.5%) and the role of para-aortic nodal irradiation electively 
is being studied in EMBRACE II. Significant risk factors for para-aortic nodal recurrence is 
common iliac lymph node involvement and >/=3LN involved. 

4) A reduced target volume for EBRT excluding the common iliac nodes may be considered in low 
and intermediate risk IB1 patients with negative nodes on imaging. 

 
5) Boost treatment for involved lymph node(s) may be applied by simultaneous integrated boost 

within the IMRT or as a sequential boost. The total dose including the contribution from 
brachytherapy should be 55-60Gy (EQD2). An alternative treatment option is debulking of 
enlarged nodes. 

 
The role of dose escalation to involved nodes is being explored in the DEPICT trial (137). Other studies 
indicate that pelvic nodes are a poor prognostic marker with increased likelihood of pelvic and para-
aortic nodal recurrence. At this time nodal dose escalation can be considered but there is no good data 
to recommend this definitely.  There is no definite survival advantage to treating the para-aortic area 
electively in patients at high risk of lymph node involvement.  

Single agent radio-sensitising chemotherapy, preferably cisplatin (weekly 40 mg/m2) should be used 
unless contraindicated. If cisplatin is not applicable alternative options are 5FU and carboplatin.  

6) The benefit of concurrent chemo-radiotherapy is seen across all tumour stages. Standard 
treatments would be weekly cisplatin chemotherapy but where cisplatin is contra-indicated 5FU 
based chemotherapy is an alternative option (CCMAC 2008 & 2009) (141,142). 

 
The currently recruiting INTERLACE study (NCT01566240) is a phase III multicentre trial comparing 
weekly induction chemotherapy followed by standard chemoradiation versus standard chemoradiation 
alone in patients with locally advanced cervical cancer (143) and the OUTBACK study (NCT01414608) 
which is a Phase III Trial of Adjuvant Chemotherapy Following Chemoradiation as Primary Treatment for 
Locally Advanced Cervical Cancer Compared to Chemoradiation Alone (144). Results are awaited. 

8.6 Definitive brachytherapy  
1) Image-guided adaptive brachytherapy (IGABT) is recommended, preferably using MRI at the 

time of brachytherapy (Grade A). 
2) The tumour-related target for brachytherapy includes the residual gross tumour volume, the 

adaptive high-risk clinical target volume and the intermediate risk clinical target volume (Grade 
B). 

3) Intracavity and combine intracavity / interstitial brachytherapy should be performed under 
anaesthesia. 

4) The brachytherapy applicator should consist of a uterine tandem and vaginal applicator (ovoid’s 
or ring). Combined intracavity / interstitial brachytherapy should be used where appropriate 
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(such as significant residual disease in parametria) in order to achieve a sufficiently high 
radiation dose to the target and / or reduce dose to organs at risk (Grade B). 

5) In IGABT the aim should be to deliver a brachytherapy dose of 40-45 Gy (EQD2)(D90)to reach a 
total EBRT + brachytherapy dose of 85-90 Gy to the high-risk volume and 60 Gy (D98) to the 
intermediate risk volume. 3D dose volume constraints for rectum, vagina, sigmoid and bowel 
are recommended as published in the literature (Grade B). 

6) Generally, point A dose normalisation should be used as the starting point for stepwise 
treatment plan optimisation. 

7) Brachytherapy should be delivered in several fractions as high dose rate (usually 3-4) or in 1-2 
fractions as pulsed dose rate (Grade A). 

 
Evidence from cohort series supports the use of image guided brachytherapy to maximise survival and 
local control while minimising late toxicity. Results from EMBRACE and retro EMBRACE supports the 
recommended dose of > /= 85 Gy EQD2 to the high-risk CTV D90 which is predicted to lead to a 3-year 
actuarial local control of >96% in tumours ≦30 cm3 and >91% in tumours >30 cm3. Utilization of 
combined intracavitary / interstitial applicators is an essential tool for dose escalation in large tumours. 
The EMBRACE studies provide the best data on doses to organs at risk based on organ volume rather 
than point doses (D2cc Bladder 80 Gy, D2cc rectum 70-75 Gy, D2cc Bowel / sigmoid 70 Gy). These 
should be the treatment aim where possible but should not preclude adequate tumour doses. Of note 
there is not a good correlation between bowel / sigmoid dose and toxicity due to the mobility of this 
organ.  

Recommendations:  

• External beam radiation should be planned to use newer technologies  

• Concurrent platinum-based chemotherapy should usually be administered 

• Brachytherapy remains an integral part of the treatment 

• Treatment times should not exceed 56 days (Grade A) 
 

9 Adjuvant treatment post hysterectomy: Use of external beam radiotherapy, vagina vault 
brachytherapy, chemotherapy and combinations 

This section provides evidence-based information on the adjuvant treatment options post hysterectomy 
for cervical cancer. In this setting, it describes the role of external beam radiotherapy, vaginal vault 
brachytherapy, chemotherapy and combinations after a hysterectomy for early stage cervical cancer. 
The purpose of adjuvant treatment is to reduce recurrence risk, increase chance of cure and prolong life 
if possible. It is therefore important to understand the risk factors that contribute to higher recurrence 
and lower survival rates.  

9.1 External beam radiotherapy 
Large tumour size, LVSI and deep stromal invasion have been shown to independently predict local 
recurrence after surgery in FIGO stage I cervical squamous cell cancer (123). The GOG 92 phase 3 trial 
therefore randomized patients with stage IB disease with at least two of these poor prognostic features 
to post-operative pelvic radiotherapy (46-50.4 Gy) or observation alone (121). The adjuvant 
radiotherapy arm showed a 46% reduction of recurrence (HR 0.54) and a reduction in risk of progression 
or death (HR 0.58). Both local recurrence (13.9% vs 20.7%) and distant recurrence (2.9% vs 8.6%) were 
reduced with the use of radiotherapy. This progression free survival benefit was balanced against a 6.6% 
grade 3 or 4 adverse event rate, (haematological RR 2.38; gastrointestinal RR 7.32) compared with 2.1% 
without radiotherapy. Post–operative radiotherapy was most beneficial in patients with 
adenocarcinoma or adenosquamous histology (120). A subsequent 2012 Cochrane Review which pooled 
this trial with a German randomized controlled trial (148) evaluated 397 patients and concluded that 
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although progression free survival was improved, overall survival was not affected by adjuvant 
radiotherapy in stage IB disease (149).  

In this cohort of patients, it remains unclear whether concurrent chemotherapy with radiation is 
superior. Retrospective data suggests lower recurrence rate but no definite survival improvement with 
the addition of chemotherapy concurrently (150). The answer may hopefully be provided by the 
currently recruiting GOG 263 prospective randomised study of chemo-radiation versus radiation alone. 
Post-operative radiotherapy in patients with LVSI, deep cervical stromal invasion and large tumour size 
is associated with a progression free survival benefit. It can therefore be recommended to well-informed 
women with these risk factors providing they fully understand the risk of toxicity.  

The addition of concurrent chemotherapy in this setting should be investigated within a clinical trial or 
on an individual patient basis. 

9.2 Concurrent chemotherapy with external beam radiotherapy 
High risk factors for recurrence after surgery for early stage cervical cancer include pathological 
confirmation of lymph node positivity, parametrial involvement and positive surgical margins. The 
recurrence risk in this setting is in the region of 40% if treated with surgery alone. The landmark 
randomized phase III intergroup trial {SWOG 8797, RTOG 91-12, GOG 109} (151) evaluated concurrent 
chemotherapy with radiation or radiation alone in patients with any of these risk factors. The 
chemotherapy was 4 cycles of 3 weekly cisplatin and fluorouracil started with radiotherapy. Progression 
free survival (HR 2.01 4yr PFS 80% vs 63%) and overall survival (HR 1.96, 4yr OS 81% vs 71%) were both 
significantly improved with the addition of chemotherapy (146). Interestingly, the 5-year survival benefit 
was significantly higher in tumours >2cm (19% vs 5%) and if more than 1 lymph node was involved 
compared to only one (20% vs 4%). Grade 3 and 4 haematological and gastrointestinal toxicity was 
increased with chemotherapy with 17% of chemo-radiation patients experiencing grade 4 toxicity, 
mainly hematologic compared to 4% with radiation alone. The use of single agent cisplatin is likely to 
reduce this toxicity risk and, as seen in locally advanced disease, may be equivalent in efficacy. A 2016 
Cochrane analysis combined this phase III intergroup trial with three other randomised controlled 
studies to evaluate 401 patients in total. This concluded that use of concurrent platinum-based 
chemotherapy seems appropriate (153). 

High risk patients, defined as lymph node positive, parametrial involvement and positive margins, gain a 
survival benefit from receiving post-operative cisplatin-based chemo-radiation. This should therefore be 
recommended to women with these pathological risk factors.  

9.3 Radiotherapy technique  
Guidance regarding the delivery of postoperative radiotherapy should be followed. Consensus 
guidelines have been published for delineation (153). 

Newer radiotherapy techniques such as Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) can facilitate reduced 
toxicity with radiotherapy and achieve equivalent survival outcomes (155-157). The role of IMRT has 
been investigated in the phase III trial of IMRT versus standard therapy in postoperative treatment of 
endometrial and cervical cancer (TIME-C/RTOG 1203 CCOP), now closed to recruitment. 

As for locally advanced cervical cancer patients, the radiotherapy field includes the para-aortic nodes if 
the common iliac nodes or the para-aortics themselves are proven positive.  

Treatment time between surgery and start date is important. A recent National Cancer Database 
multivariate analysis of 3051 patients revealed a surgery to radiotherapy interval of more than 8 weeks 
is a poor prognostic factor (HR 1.20). Along with the overall radiotherapy treatment time of more than 7 
weeks (HR 1.21). (157) 
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9.4 Vaginal vault brachytherapy 
Within the GOG 92 and SWOG 8797/GOG 109/RTOG 91-12 protocols no brachytherapy was permitted 
(120-124). However, in cases of vaginal margin involvement or suboptimal surgery (less than radical 
hysterectomy) it is recommended to deliver a vaginal vault brachytherapy boost of an additional 10-15 
Gy in view of the risk of residual tumour cells (158,159). There is no randomised evidence proving the 
additional role of brachytherapy in this situation. A retrospective analysis of 142 women who underwent 
post-operative radiotherapy for cervical cancer found the use of a brachytherapy boost in patients with 
close or involved vaginal resection margins did not have inferior local control, distant control or survival. 
This suggests a benefit, but patient numbers were small (160). In this cohort parametrial resection 
margin positivity was associated with a very poor prognosis (5 yr. OS 19%) and the majority of these 
patients did not receive brachytherapy. A further retrospective analysis of 292 patients demonstrated 
that systematic application of vaginal vault brachytherapy after EBRT (10-14 Gy) in patients with at least 
2 of the following,  (adenocarcinoma, nodal involvement and parametrial extension) significantly 
reduced the poor prognostic impact of histology on local and distant recurrence. This was not associated 
with any increase in complication risk (161). Without a significant increase in complication risk it is 
therefore reasonable to consider brachytherapy boost in all high-risk patients (158). 

Vaginal vault brachytherapy boost (10-15 Gy) after adjuvant EBRT should be administered if less than 
radical hysterectomy has been performed or there are close or involved vaginal margins. It should also 
be considered in other high-risk patients with appropriate counselling of patients regarding the 
uncertain benefit and potential toxicity; adenocarcinoma, parametrial or vaginal involvement, extensive 
LVSI, larger tumours or deeply invasive tumours. 

In the unlikely scenario of vaginal margin involvement following adequate surgery with no other high-
risk factors then consideration of adjuvant vaginal vault brachytherapy boost alone could be discussed 
(162). 

9.5 Adjuvant chemotherapy 
The four randomised controlled trials analysed within the 2016 Cochrane review compared differing 
chemotherapy regimens in addition to radiotherapy post-operatively (152). Only one study compared 
chemoradiation with chemoradiation plus further adjuvant chemotherapy (163). Unfortunately, due to 
significant toxicity with the combination chemotherapy (topotecan and cisplatin) this study was 
terminated early with only 39 patients being recruited. The benefit of further chemotherapy after 
chemo-radiation in high risk patients is therefore still unknown. The currently recruiting joint GOG and 
RTOG 0724 trial is addressing that question by randomising patients to receive concurrent cisplatin with 
radiotherapy with or without 4 cycles of adjuvant carboplatin and paclitaxel. The NCT 00806117 is a 
similar randomised study recruiting in China.  

Retrospective reviews have analysed the potential role of post-operative chemotherapy in certain high-
risk patients (e.g. node positive, adenocarcinoma) as an alternative to chemo-radiation (164-166). They 
have demonstrated feasibility of platinum-based chemotherapy, but there is no randomised evidence to 
support its application. Adenocarcinomas have a worse prognosis than squamous cell cancers with a 
retrospective review suggesting adjuvant chemotherapy improves progression free survival compared to 
chemo-radiation in this cohort (167). A non-statistically significant improvement in survival of 9% was 
reported for node positive patients treated with chemotherapy after surgery compared to a historical 
cohort managed surgically only (164). As chemo-radiation has now been shown to provide a survival 
benefit in node positive patients the relevance of this result is unclear.  

Adjuvant chemotherapy (not concurrent with radiation) in early stage cervical cancer should only be 
used in the context of a clinical trial. (Grade B) 
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10  Neoadjuvant chemotherapy in cervix cancer 

Recommendations: 

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy is not standard practise and was shown to have poorer oncologic outcome 
in earlier studies compared to cisplatin-based concomitant chemoradiation (Grade A). However more 
recent use of combinations which include a taxane has challenged this, hence current clinical studies 
such as INTERLACE comparing NACT followed by CCRT with CCRT alone (168-170). 

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) is usually defined as the use of chemotherapy prior to the definitive 
treatment. Thus, it may be used as an induction or neoadjuvant prior to planned surgery or prior to 
planned radiation therapy. The rationale for NACT is that it may:  

• Reduce the size of the tumour and convert it from being surgically unresectable to resectable,  

• Allow a lesser surgical procedure to be carried out such as fertility-preserving surgery or  

• Shrink the tumour to allow definitive chemoradiation a more effective chance of achieving 
improved tumour control.  

Furthermore, it may have a systemic effect and reduce risk of metastatic spread and/or eliminate micro-
metastatic disease. NACT may also be considered in some low-income nations where there are scarce 
radiotherapy facilities and chemotherapy is given prior to surgery, but this is beyond the scope of this 
chapter.  

As discussed below, NACT may also have a place in management of cervix cancer in pregnancy. (Grade 
D) 

10.1 Neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery  
Two large randomised clinical trials have been conducted, the first by the EORTC GCG study 55994 
which although this began in 1999 and results were presented at ASCO 2019. This trial compared 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy with cisplatin or cisplatin-based chemotherapy (minimal cisplatin dose of 
225 mg/m² over 9 weeks) followed by radical hysterectomy with pelvic node dissection (RHND) and 
compared it with concomitant cisplatin chemoradiation. The second trial was a large single-centre, 
phase III, randomized controlled trial by Gupta et.al (171) comparing the efficacy and toxicity of 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radical surgery versus standard cisplatin-based chemoradiation 
in patients with locally advanced squamous cervical cancer in stage IB2, IIA, or IIB squamous cervical 
cancer showing the 5-year disease free survival in the neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus surgery group 
was 69.3% compared with 76.7% in the concomitant chemoradiation group (HR, 1.38; 95% CI, 1.02 to 
1.87; P = 0.038), whereas the corresponding 5-year OS rates were 75.4% and 74.7%, respectively (HR, 
1.025; 95% CI, 0.752 to 1.398; P = 0.87). The delayed toxicities at 24 months or later after treatment 
completion in the neoadjuvant chemotherapy plus surgery group versus the concomitant 
chemoradiation group were rectal (2.2% v 3.5%, respectively), bladder (1.6% v 3.5%, respectively), and 
vaginal (12.0% v 25.6%, respectively). This study showed that cisplatin-based concomitant 
chemoradiation resulted in superior progression free survival (PFS) compared with neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy followed by radical surgery in locally advanced cervical cancer. (165). The EORTC 55994 
study (172) was presented at ASCO 2019 and shows remarkably similar results and would suggest no 
advantage to NACT prior to surgery for larger tumours, whereas for stage IB2 tumours (FIGO 2009) there 
may be a  small benefit to NACT. Thus, concomitant chemoradiation should be the current standard of 
care until INTERLACE is concluded and reported. 

Recommendations: 

• Concomitant chemoradiation should be the current standard of care for locally advanced 
cervical cancers. Results of further studies are awaited. (Grade A) 
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11 Management of cervical cancer in pregnancy  
 
Cancer of the cervix is the most common gynaecological malignancy diagnosed in pregnancy with an 
incidence rate of 0.1 to 12 per 10,000 pregnancies. (173) At present, management is mostly based on 
small case series, expert opinion and anecdotal case reports. (174, 175) 

11.1 Pre-invasive disease in pregnancy 
 
11.1 a Cytology 
An abnormal cytology in pregnancy should trigger a colposcopy and/or gynaecological oncology referral; 
investigation should not be deferred until after pregnancy (176-178). (Grade C) 

11.1 b Colposcopy 
The aim of colposcopy during pregnancy is to exclude invasion, and in appropriate patients, i.e. with pre-
invasive disease, defer treatment until after delivery (176,177). If there is suspicion of invasion at 
colposcopy then a biopsy adequate for diagnosis should be performed (176). (Grade C) 

The colposcopic features of invasive cancer do not differ between pregnant and non-pregnant women 
although colposcopy may be more challenging during pregnancy.  These features may include abnormal 
vessels, irregular surface contour, mosaicism and punctation. The absence of histological invasion 
cannot be guaranteed by a punch biopsy only demonstrating CIN (176,177). If a loop biopsy is to be 
performed, it should be carried out where there are facilities to manage haemorrhage (177) and a 
vaginal pack can be inserted post procedure, which may reduce the risk of bleeding (179). Published 
case series have demonstrated the risk of significant bleeding to be as high as 25% (180), this is due to 
the increased vascularisation of the cervix (179). 

11.2 Diagnosis of cervical cancer in pregnancy 
Almost two-thirds of cervical cancer cases in pregnancy are diagnosed in the first two trimesters (181). 
The symptomatology of cervical cancer does not differ between the pregnant and the non-pregnant 
state (182). Cancer related symptoms, such as painless vaginal bleeding, pelvic and lower back pain and 
urinary frequency, may mimic pregnancy complications (183). Consequently, a delay may mean the 
cancer is at a higher stage when diagnosis occurs (184). Conversely, there is evidence to show that 
regular examinations during pregnancy can result in earlier diagnosis (185). Some studies have 
suggested the chances of cervical cancer being diagnosed in its early stages are three times more likely 
in pregnancy compared to controls; 76% of lesions diagnosed in pregnancy are a stage IB1(186). 

All women presenting with a suspected cervical abnormality in pregnancy require an accurate pelvic 
examination (speculum and bimanual examination) including colposcopic assessment, regardless of 
gestational age (183,186). (Grade D). ESGO has a registry for cancers in pregnancy, refer to website, 
www.esgo.org. 

11.2 a Signs and symptoms 
The clinical stage and size of tumour will dictate the symptoms of cervical cancer.  Early stages of disease 
may be an incidental finding on routine pelvic examination or cytological investigations.  However, 
symptoms could also include painless vaginal bleeding, abnormal vaginal discharge, post-coital bleeding 
and dyspareunia.  Patients with more advanced disease may complain of urinary dysfunction, pelvic 
pain, changes in bowel habit, back pain and swelling of legs (187,188). 

11.2 b Examination 
Examination should assess bleeding, discharge and the presence of lesions in the vagina/ on the cervix.  
Any lesions should be assessed in terms of size, shape and consistency (187). Cervical ectopy may make 
the assessment of a pregnant woman’s cervix more challenging. Necrotic, friable and exophytic lesions 
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are suspicious and require further investigation. (187)  A woman with suspicious invasive disease in 
pregnancy should undergo careful biopsy to establish diagnosis (187).  

11.2 c Referral pathway 
Women with any suspicious cervical pathology during pregnancy should be referred urgently to an 
experienced colposcopist or gynaecologist under the two-week rule (176,183). (Grade D) 

11.3 Staging of cervical cancer in pregnancy 
 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
MRI is the first line for staging of cervical cancer in pregnancy (190). (Grade D). In experienced centres, 
Ultrasound may be considered as an alternative which avoids ionizing radiation. MRI is safe in pregnancy 
(191) and currently the mainstay in staging of cervical cancer. It is essential to consider the challenges 
pregnancy poses when interpreting MRI. These difficulties can include dilated pelvic veins being 
misinterpreted as pelvic adenopathy (184), or a reduction in image quality due to fetal movements. 
(192) 

Computed tomography (CT) 
CT may be considered essential to gain diagnostic information about maternal wellbeing.  Where there 
is a high suspicion of lung or pleural spread the benefits of undertaking the investigation can outweigh 
the risks to the fetus.  In situations such as these, all efforts should be made to limit fetal exposure to 
radiation and not compromise the baby’s health.  Abdominal shielding and low dose radiation should be 
considered (193). MRI is preferred as there is no ionizing radiation. 

Laparoscopic lymphadenectomy and sentinel lymph node biopsy 
Lymph node status is an important prognostic factor. (188). (Grade D). The agents used for SLNB are 
blue dye and radio-colloid technetium.  Certain blue dyes, such as lymphazurine, have not been tested in 
pregnancy and should be avoided.  There is limited evidence on the use of radio-colloids in pregnancy, 
however, recent studies show fetal exposure to radiation is low and pregnancy should not be considered 
an absolute contraindication (190,191).  The use of ICG has shown safety for retinal angiography and to 
measure hepatic blood flow in pregnant women. At present, the role of SLNB in these patients remains 
unclear; more trials are needed to clarify the issues of safety and for now the routine use of SLNB should 
not be performed, unless in the context of clinical trials (198). 

 
11.4 Treatment options 
Currently, gynaecological oncologists performing vaginal or laparoscopic radical trachelectomies 
routinely perform cervical cerclage as part of the procedure (199). However, radical trachelectomy 
undertaken via laparotomy is different, as cerclage was not included in the initial technique described. 
(200-205). Given the blood loss and poor fetal outcome, trachelectomy during pregnancy is not advised, 
in contrast, NACT maybe advocated. 

There is limited level A evidence demonstrating prophylactic cerclage reduces the risk of fetal loss and 
prematurity (199).  Despite this, one study demonstrated a reduced risk of fetal loss from 50% to 22% 
when used after vaginal radical trachelectomy (206).  Patients who have undergone trachelectomy 
should be delivered by caesarean section. (207) 

Delivery by caesarean section will aim to avoid damage to the reconstructive procedures performed, 
hence reducing prematurity in case of subsequent pregnancy.  In addition, massive vaginal bleeding has 
been reported after vaginal delivery (208). 
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For patients with locally advanced cervical cancer neoadjuvant chemotherapy can help treat and control 
disease. This should be formally discussed within the local MDT. This will allow for fetal maturation and 
delivery at an appropriate gestation by caesarean section (209). (Grade D). Carboplatin is the first line 
chemotherapeutic agent (210). (Grade C) 

Carboplatin has a similar efficacy but less nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity to cisplatin (66). There is 
evidence to show if paclitaxel is used in conjunction with a single platinum agent, the treatment has 
superior outcomes with a longer period of remission (211). Though studies are limited, those that do 
exist have demonstrated minimal trans-placental spread of paclitaxel (212). 

Breastfeeding during chemotherapy treatment is contraindicated (213,214). (Grade C). Chemotherapy 
drugs cross into breast milk and may cause neonatal leucopenia.  In turn increasing the risk of infection 
to the baby.  An interval of 14 days from the last chemotherapy session is recommended before 
breastfeeding, allowing time for drug clearance from the breast milk (213).  There is evidence to suggest 
that a short period of lactation after a stressful pregnancy can be of psychological benefit to the woman. 
(214)  

Route of delivery is determined by the presence or absence of visible tumour.  If tumour is still present, 
delivery by caesarean section is preferable to reduce risk of cancer cell implantation in episiotomy scar 
(212). (Grade D) 

Delivery options must be discussed with the patient and obstetric contraindications to vaginal delivery 
also considered.  Recurrence of tumour in episiotomy scars, haemorrhage and infection are well-
documented complications of vaginal delivery in this cohort of women. Although less frequent, 
abdominal wall recurrences have also been described (215).  If the tumour itself is very large, 
consideration to a wound protective system or corporeal uterine incision may be of benefit.  In this 
circumstance, performing a classical caesarean section is likely to reduce blood loss.  

Delivery should take place in a hospital with a level three neonatal unit, (173,175,185,188) and the 
placenta should be sent for histology to exclude metastases (216) (Grade D) 

12 Surgical management of relapsed cervical cancer 
The management of relapse will be influenced by the choice of initial therapy. Usually salvage surgery is 
considered after primary chemo-radiation, where the reverse is considered if primary management was 
surgical management. Surgical treatment of relapsed cervical cancer is challenging due to the commonly 
palliative situation of the disease, the complex disease-related clinical symptoms and the high surgical 
complexity associated with any surgical intervention.  In the majority of cases, metastatic cervical cancer 
is not curable, but for some patients who present with locoregional recurrence or with limited distant 
metastatic disease, surgical treatment may be potentially curative. 
 
12.1. Intra-pelvic relapse  
Patients with intrapelvic relapse should be considered for exenterative surgery with curative intent, 
including laterally extended endopelvic resection (LEER), only if a complete tumour resection with 
microscopically clear tumour margins is anticipated (Grade B).  
 
A PET/CT prior to exenterative surgery should exclude the presence of distant metastases. (Grade B). 
Patients with radiologically or clinically positive pelvic lymph nodes should not be excluded as surgical 
candidates, if disease appears resectable, since pelvic lymphadenopathy has been shown not to affect 
prognosis, as opposed to paraaortic lymphadenopathy which has been demonstrated to be a negative 
prognostic indicator of survival (Grade C).  
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For women who have undergone primary chemoradiotherapy, subsequent radical hysterectomy or 
pelvic exenteration, with the aim to achieve clear surgical margins, as management of local recurrence, 
is the preferred approach, as it has been shown to have five-year survival rates ranging between 30 and 
40 percent (217,218). Careful patient selection is required given the perioperative and postoperative 
morbidity associated with this extensive surgical approach and should include psycho-sexual 
considerations. These should be part of the specialist team doing the procedures. 

Intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) is an additional potential option for women undergoing 
exenterative procedures for relapse, where available. However, the efficacy of IORT has not yet been 
shown in prospective trials and not routinely available in clinical practice (219,220). 
 
Pelvic relapse can be divided into central versus pelvic side wall relapse. Central relapse can affect the 
anterior, posterior or both compartments. Pelvic side wall relapse also varies in terms of the affected 
structures and extent of clinical symptoms. 
 
The probability of complete resection is higher in the case of a central relapse where exenterative 
surgery tailored to the affected compartment can achieve microscopically clear resection margins. The 
most common type of central relapse is a vaginal vault relapse and hence affecting both compartments 
and often necessitating total exenteration. Brunschwig was the first to publish in 1948 the first 
successful results of pelvic exenteration in patients with central cervical cancer relapse (221,222). The 
original procedure included the en bloc resection of the internal and external reproductive organs 
including the bladder, urethra, both ureters, rectosigmoid colon together with the anus and perineum. 
The ureters were then implanted into the colon upstream of the colostomy site in terms of a wet 
colostomy. (221)  
 
There are three types of exenteration: total, anterior and posterior.  Total exenteration refers to 
removal of the uterus and parametria, bladder, rectum, vagina, urethra, and a part of the levator 
muscles. In an anterior exenteration, the rectum is spared, while in a posterior exenteration, the bladder 
and urethra are preserved. A perineal phase, resecting the anus, urethra, and portions of the vulva, may 
also be required in cases where the distal part of the vagina and/ or vulva and perineum are affected. 
The type of procedure chosen for the patient depends on the site of relapse, previous treatment, 
anatomy, and the patient's wish and expectations. 

There are no prospective randomized studies to assess the impact of exenterative surgery on patient’s 
survival. In a systematic review of 21 studies of pelvic exenteration for gynaecological malignancy, one-
third to one-half of women were found to have unresectable or extra pelvic disease found at exploration 
resulting in abortion of the procedure (223). Those who had negative resection margins and no 
metastatic disease had an approximately 50% cure rate; the remainder died of recurrent cancer.  

One of the largest monocentric case series to date is by Egger et al, which evaluated the outcome of 282 
patients with various types and extents of advanced or relapsed cervical cancer (222). The majority of  
patients (75%) had undergone exenteration for relapsed disease. Anterior or posterior exenteration 
alone cleared the disease in only 5% and 2% of the cases, respectively, and 93% of the patients required 
a total exenteration to achieve clear margins. The 5- and 10-year overall survival (OS) rates of all 
patients were 41% and 37%, respectively. The 5-year disease-free survival (DFS) for all patients was 61%. 
The 5- and 10-year OS rates of the 133 patients that were operated on with a curative intent, was 64% 
and 57% compared to those that were operated on with a palliative intent, who had a 5-year OS of 19% 
and a 10-year OS rate of 18%. No significant OS difference was found in the patients with positive pelvic 
lymph nodes compared to those with clinically and radiologically normal appearing pelvic lymph nodes. 
In contrast, para-aortic lymph node metastasis had a highly significant negative impact on the OS 
constituting a prognostically unfavourable group that should not therefore undergo major exenterative 
procedures.  
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A preoperative PET CT is an accurate imaging tool to demonstrate extra pelvic disease that should 
preclude patients from pelvic exenteration and is useful for preoperative assessment of disease extent 
(224,225). (Grade C) 
 
12.2  Laterally extended endopelvic resection in pelvic side wall relapse  
Laterally extended endopelvic resection (LEER) is a potential therapeutic option for patients with limited 
pelvic disease fixed to the pelvic side wall. Careful patient selection is crucial to keep surgical morbidity 
and mortality in limits. (Grade C) 

 
In the presence of novel surgical advances, a new surgical approach has been developed in the last 
decade, based on developmentally derived surgical anatomy and aiming to increase the curative 
resection rates, even of tumours extending to and fixed to the pelvic side wall. The so called ‘laterally 
extended endopelvic resection’ or LEER has been developed with the potential to salvage selected 
patients, traditionally not considered for surgical resection (219,226). LEER as described by Höckel, is 
performed in combination with at least two of the following procedures: total mesorectal excision, total 
mesometrial resection, and total mesovesical resection. In cases of lateral tumour fixation, the inclusion 
of pelvic side wall and floor muscles, such as the obturator internus muscle and pubococcygeus, 
iliococcygeus and coccygeus muscles, and eventually of the internal iliac vessel system assures the 
completeness of the multi-compartmental resection (227). Resection of major vessels such as the 
common or external iliac arteries, requires surgical bypass grafts post-resection. Höckel described the 
outcome of 91 patients with locally advanced primary (n=30) and recurrent or persistent (n=61) 
carcinoma of the cervix and vagina who were treated with LEER. No LEER treatment was aborted and R0 
resection was histopathologically confirmed in all cases, suggestive of careful patient selection. The 
authors concluded that LEER could definitively control the locoregional disease in 92% of the patients. 
Five-year OS was up to 61% despite 74% of the patients having tumours fixed to the pelvic side walls 
(226,227). LEER was developed on the concept of ontogenetic anatomy.  
 
12.3.  Surgical morbidity and mortality of pelvic exenteration 
Due to the high surgical morbidity and mortality rates of exenterative procedures, especially following 
previous radiotherapy, careful patient selection and team specialization is key to optimal outcomes. 
(Grade C). 
 
Post-operative leaks and haemorrhage should be preferably treated conservatively with endoscopic 
procedures and interventional radiology, rather than re-laparotomy wherever possible, to avoid 
additional morbidity from the re-operation (Grade C) 
 

The significant surgical morbidity of exenterative procedures in relapsed cervical cancer is very common 
and can be as high as 50% (223,228,229). In retrospective reviews the most common complications are 
infections and wound healing problems ranging from 39% to 86%, gastrointestinal and/ or urinary fistula 
(10%-23%) and small bowel obstruction (11%-33%) (229,230). Perioperative mortality varies between 
series and patient cohorts, ranging from less than 5% to 10% (231). Sepsis, adult respiratory distress 
syndrome, heart failure, pulmonary embolus, and multi-organ system failure are typical terminal events. 
Intraoperative complications are predominantly related to haemorrhage and problems associated with 
pelvic reconstruction requiring high rates of blood transfusion. A significant issue can be delayed 
haemorrhage, even weeks following the operation, in association with pelvic abscesses leading to 
erosion and bleeding from major pelvic vessels, especially after previous pelvic radiotherapy. Delayed 
haemorrhage is best managed with percutaneous embolisation via interventional radiology, as re-
laparotomy is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. (232) 
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Gastrointestinal or urinary tract fistulas should be treated conservatively, with endoscopic procedures 
such as stents, total parenteral nutrition and decompression with for example percutaneous catheters. 
Low output fistulas, in the absence of distal obstruction, may spontaneously heal (233).  

Delayed complications include bowel obstruction (especially small bowel that is torted around the ileal 
conduit), gastrointestinal fistulas, ureteral obstruction with renal compromise, and stomal stenosis. 
Initial conservative management is recommended, where appropriate.  

Multidisciplinary management and counselling with dedicated psychotherapists and clinical nurse 
specialists are strongly recommended prior to indication for exenteration in surgical candidates. (Grade 
D) 

Body image and sexual function are significantly affected by exenterative procedures and should 
therefore be discussed with surgical candidates preoperatively, even though the degree of impairment 
varies strongly. A study of 16 women found sexual function and body image declined during the first 
three postoperative months before returning to baseline by 12 months in accordance with studies 
evaluating quality of life after ultra-radical surgery for ovarian cancer (234). Counselling of the patient 
regarding postoperative changes in anatomy, body function and involvement of the patient's sexual 
partner are important parts of exenterative surgery care.  

In a recent retrospective, multicentric study investigating quality of life issues and emotional distress in 
91 gynaecological cancer survivors submitted to pelvic exenteration, the following parameters have 
been identified as independent predictors of lower body image levels (235): Older age (HR, 11.235; P = 
0.003), vaginal/vulvar cancer (HR, 7.369; P = 0.013), total/posterior pelvic exenteration (HR, 7.393; P = 
0.013), higher number of ostomies (HR, 7.613; P = 0.012), the creation of a non-continent bladder (HR, 
8.230; P = 0.009), and of definitive colostomy (HR, 8.516; P = 0.008). 

12.4.  Reconstructive procedures 
Reconstructive procedures of the urinary, gastrointestinal tract and the vagina are as important as the 
procedure of exenteration itself. It should be carefully discussed preoperatively with those requiring 
consideration of exenteration to identify the adequate reconstructive techniques according to patient’s 
needs and wishes. (Grade C) 

12.4.1 Urinary system 
Urinary conduits and reservoirs are typically constructed from an isolated segment of bowel. Any 
segment of bowel can be theoretically used to form a urinary diversion, however, there are metabolic 
consequences to using each bowel segment, determined by its absorptive function, especially in 
patients with chronic renal failure (235). The most commonly used bowel segments in urinary diversions 
include the distal ileum and/or caecum and the ascending or sigmoid colon; these sites are associated 
with the fewest metabolic consequences. 

There are two main types of urinary diversions: incontinent and continent (237).  

Incontinent urine diversion is the most commonly used type of diversion and includes implanting the 
ureters into an isolated segmented loop of bowel, so the urine is drained via a cutaneous stoma. There, 
urine drains continuously and is collected by an external appliance adhered to the skin surface (stoma 
bag). The most common and widely used type of incontinent urinary diversion is the ileal conduit. Other 
types and the years where they were initially described are: Ureteroproctostomy (Simon, 1851), 
Ureterosigmoidostomy (Smith, 1878), Rectal bladder (Gersuny, 1898), Ileal loop (Bricker, 1950s), Ileal 
neobladder (Camay, 1959) Koch pouch (1970), Indiana pouch (early 1980s), Orthotopic diversion (late 
1980s). Diversion into a non-continent conduit is considered less technically demanding and hence is 
associated with fewer postoperative complications and is the most widely used. 
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By contrast, continent reservoirs collect and store urine internally which is then actively emptied by the 
patient via catheterization of a cutaneous stoma. The patient is thereby freed from the need for an 
external appliance. The most commonly used bowel segments for continent urinary diversion are either 
ileum or a combination of terminal ileum and ascending colon with the appendix. 

The process of selecting a particular urinary diversion option is multifactorial and addresses many levels: 
oncological surgical complexity and patient-related factors (co-morbidities, lifestyle, and quality of life 
expectations).  

In an attempt to reduce morbidity from an additional anastomosis in the area of harvesting of the ileal 
conduit, an option is to implant the ureters into the distal part of the sigmoid and/ or descending colon 
after total exenteration. In  patients where surgery is with palliative intent, or in those who do not want 
to have two stomatas, a safe and simple alternative is the double-barrelled wet colostomy. The 
technique is relatively easy to learn and reduces the time for urinary and faecal diversion, length of stay, 
and morbidity rate (238). 

12.4.2 Gastrointestinal system 
The indication to perform an end-sigmoid colostomy or a low rectal anastomosis depends on the level of 
the resection, length of the rectal stump, the extent of surgery and the radiotherapy induced bowel 
damage. Due to the radiotherapy-induced changes on the bowel wall and the deeper extent of 
dissection into the pelvis the leak and fistula rates are higher compared to those following debulking 
surgery for ovarian cancer. A protective temporary, double-barrelled ileostomy can be formed in an 
attempt to reduce postoperative morbidity from fistula formation, even though no randomised trials 
have proven that such an approach is protective.  An omental flap can be used to cover the resulting 
empty pelvis and may help prevent adhesion and possibly subsequent fistulation or obstruction of the 
small bowel in the empty pelvis, and functions as a carpet for the raw surfaces of the exenterated pelvis.  

12.4.3 Neovagina 
Young and/ or sexually active women should have a discussion pre-operatively about neovaginal 
reconstruction. Several methods for vaginal and pelvic reconstruction have been described. 
Myocutaneous grafts, including rectus and gracilis muscle flaps, can be brought into the pelvis and 
perineum to create pelvic support and a neovagina. Split-thickness skin grafts have also been used to 
create neovaginas. A further technique is the sigmoid neovagina, even though radiotherapy induced 
changes need to be taken into consideration to avoid morbidity from anastomotic leaks. An advantage 
of bowel neovagina is that is does not need regular dilatation to avoid stenosis (239). 
 
12.5. Fistulation / Cloaca (urinary or colonic) 
Management of urinary or colonic fistulation depends on the oncological situation of the patient and 
her overall prognosis. In palliative settings where prognosis is likely to be shorter, the primary approach 
should be conservative with diverting nephrostomies or double-barrelled stomatas. (Grade C). 
 
There are two main causes of fistula formation: cancer-induced or radiotherapy-induced. Depending on 
the extent of fistulation, the entire clinical picture, symptoms and the overall prognosis of the patient’s 
treatment options range from minimally invasive nephrostomies and double-barrelled ileostomies or 
colostomies to total pelvic exenteration (240). Patients with limited prognosis should not undergo the 
high surgical risk of an extenterative procedure but are better managed with diverting nephrostomies in 
case of a urinary fistula and/ or a diverting bowel stoma in case of a gastrointestinal fistula, that can be 
also performed minimally invasive, where clinically appropriate. While quality of life comparative data is 
largely lacking, the patient’s prognosis and overall clinical picture should dictate radicality of any 
therapeutic approach.  
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13.  Re-Irradiation of cervix cancer 

The need for pelvic re-irradiation is increasing, this is mainly due to improved cure rates with modern 
cancer treatments. In the context of recurrent gynaecological malignancies, we are likely to encounter 
two scenarios: 

1. Patients cured of their cervix cancer developing a new vaginal cancer more than a decade later 
2. Patients treated for cervical cancer develop a pelvic recurrence 

a) isolated recurrence, either side wall or central 
b) widespread recurrence within the pelvis. 

The radiotherapy technique and dose/fractionation applied depends on the individual case. For 
example, for patients in scenario 2b, the recurrence is likely to be within a 5-year period and therefore 
further EBRT is unlikely to be either feasible, or indeed advisable, and such patients are better treated 
with systemic therapies either standard or within clinical trials. The following articles cover more recent 
events and developments including intra-operative and stereotactic ablative approaches as discussed 
below (241-245). 

13.1 Vaginal cancer following radiotherapy for cervix cancer 
Almost by definition, these patients will be 10-20 years post previous treatment. Disease is often 
localised to the vagina and, PET/CT, where available and used for staging, shows no pelvic nodal 
involvement. Such patients should be treated with a combination of small field radiotherapy, 
encompassing the whole of the vagina but not treating pelvic nodes. Brachytherapy boost is provided 
either with intracavity brachytherapy or interstitial implant. Selected cases may be treated with 
brachytherapy alone, often this would be interstitial brachytherapy. EBRT dose would be 40-45Gy in 20-
25 fractions and brachytherapy dose 24Gy/4# for intracavitary and 15Gy/3# for Interstitial. Stereotactic 
Ablative (Body) Radiotherapy [SABR or SBRT] is not of much use in this setting. 

13.2 Isolated recurrence following previous pelvic radiotherapy 
This is more frequently seen less than 5 years from previous radiotherapy, either a side wall recurrence 
(often nodal) or a central recurrence (cervix or parametrium). A central recurrence would be amenable 
to re-treatment with brachytherapy which would, indeed, be the optimal choice in this setting. The most 
appropriate modality may either be intracavitary alone or a combination of intracavitary/interstitial. For 
side wall recurrences, brachytherapy is not an option. This is the group of patients who would benefit 
most from SABR/SBRT. The literature on this is limited although expanding (243-245). Doses used range 
from 21Gy/3# to 42Gy/6#, recent publications point to even higher doses. 

There is no robust organ-at-risk (OAR) tolerance data although the COMET trial did provide some 
guidance and the author has utilized this in his own practice. The reported literature is very encouraging 
with little or no Grade 3 toxicity in any of the reports. This is therefore a very promising area of further 
enquiry and clinical trials are being planned, although not in the setting of re-irradiation. 

Recommendations:  

• Discussion of management should take place through the MDT/Tumour Board.  In selected 
cases re-irradiation may be advised but with increased risk of later toxicity.  

• Surgical excision of isolated nodal recurrence should be discussed where appropriate.  

• FDG PET imaging is essential before the procedures are discussed. (Grade D) 

14 Chemotherapy in metastatic or advanced cervical cancer 

All patients with newly diagnosed stage 4 or relapsed cervical cancer should be treated as part of a 
multidisciplinary team, due to the complexity of disease relapse, especially when in the pelvis, where 
morbidity can be severely debilitating. Along with the obvious physical impact of disease, these patients 
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are often young with small children and emotional support for patients and families is of paramount 
importance. 

Those patients with a WHO performance status (WHO PS) 0/1 should be considered for systemic 
treatment, whereas those with lower performance status should be carefully risk assessed as to their 
suitability and likely benefit from treatment, with the patient fully informed of expectations and 
limitations of chemotherapy. Best supportive care or palliative radiotherapy may be a more preferable 
option for these patients. 

Platinum paclitaxel doublet has been the standard of care for some time for advanced and recurrent 
cervical carcinoma (246) however since 2014, Bevacizumab has been FDA approved and SMC and NICE 
approved from 2016 to be used with either platinum/paclitaxel or platinum/topotecan. Given alongside 
the chemotherapy, there was an overall survival (OS) advantage of 3 months and median progression 
free survival (PFS) of 2 months, with a higher response rate when compared to platinum/paclitaxel or 
platinum/topotecan alone (247-249), as shown in the GOG 240 trial. With extended follow up, the 
benefit of the addition of bevacizumab was sustained, as the overall survival curves remained separated. 
Furthermore, after stopping bevacizumab there does not seem to be a flare in disease burden.  

Blood pressure and urinary monitoring is mandatory, but bevacizumab is contra-indicated in patients 
with fistulas or those within 4 weeks of surgery. However, the addition of bevacizumab does not appear 
to impact significantly of patient’s quality of life and is well tolerated (250-252). 

Those patients with recurrent/persistent inoperable disease have in the majority already been exposed 
to chemotherapy, either in the neoadjuvant setting prior to radiotherapy, or concurrent chemotherapy 
in the form of Cisplatin with radiotherapy. Interestingly, bevacizumab showed benefit in those with 
short platinum-free intervals, in contrast with the experience in earlier GOG studies where platinum free 
intervals less than 12-15 months were associated with poorer response possibly due to platinum 
resistance. 

Cisplatin and carboplatin have been recognised as being equivalent in efficacy in a number of tumour 
sites and with their differing toxicity profile can lend themselves to help tailor treatment depending on 
patients’ comorbidities (253). Locally recurrent/persistent disease can involve the bowel and would 
make bevacizumab relatively contraindicated, however in those able to receive 
chemotherapy/bevacizumab combination even those with prior cisplatin exposure saw a significant 
benefit.  

In those that have pelvic reoccurrence or persistent disease who are initially not deemed salvageable 
with exenterative surgery, the option of upfront chemotherapy with a view to reconsideration for 
surgery depending on response should not be overlooked. Frumovitz, in 2017 also demonstrated 
improved progression free survival could be seen in those patients with recurrent small cell 
neuroendocrine carcinoma of the cervix (254) using topotecan and bevacizumab. 

Second line treatment and beyond is dependent on the interval of progression since first line treatment 
in those patients with a good partial response with first line treatment and are more than 6 months out, 
rechallenging with platinum/paclitaxel could be considered. Mitomycin/5FU, vinorelbine, docetaxel, 
gemcitabine, weekly paclitaxel and topotecan have some activity but there is no standard of care. 
Response rates are universally poor and entry into clinical trials where possible to assess novel and 
immunotherapeutic agents should be strongly considered depending on patient’s fitness and desires. 
McLachlan recently published retrospective results from the Royal Marsden 2004-2014 showing 70 % of 
their advanced cervical cancer patients received second line treatment. Median PFS was 3.2 months and 
median OS of 9.3 months. Thirty nine percent went on to receive 3rd line treatment (255). 
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Of these newer agents and combinations some have shown promising results. The CIRCCa trial used 
standard carboplatin/paclitaxel with or without cediranib - a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
inhibitor, this showed only a PFS of 6 weeks with no OS) but subgroups showing expression of VEGF 
seemed to show greater benefit (256).  This has led on to  the COMICE trial which is combining cediranib 
and olaparib – a PARP inhibitor vs placebo in second line patients with stage 4 or recurrent cervical 
cancer.  

Immunotherapy using PDL1 inhibitors pembrolizumab, nivolumab and ipilimumab, pathways targeted 
for example Trametinib and HPV related therapy using therapeutic vaccines are in early phase one and 
two stages of trial and development. Recent data from the Keynote studies with pembrolizumab has 
also shown benefit but at time of writing is not approved or licenced in Europe. Studies with Tumour 
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are also under development and show great potential. 

Recommendations:  

• For those patients who are chemotherapy naive with stage 4 disease, first line treatment would 
be systemic chemotherapy with cisplatin/paclitaxel or carboplatin/paclitaxel doublets with or 
without bevacizumab depending on any patient risk factors. However, bevacizumab may lead to 
prolonged benefit and should be offered if not contra-indicated. (Grade B) 

15  Follow-up of cervical cancer 

Follow-up may be clinical, imaging or biochemical. It may be consultant-led by a gynaecological 
oncologist or clinical oncologist working in a specialist Cancer Centre or maybe by a general 
gynaecologist in a district general hospital or some form of shared care. The purposes of follow-up are 
to detect recurrence and offer appropriate salvage treatment, and to monitor for toxicities, particularly 
when new treatments or techniques are introduced. It is also an opportunity to seek support and care 
from CNS to provide psycho-sexual counselling and advice.  Recent advances in surgery and changes in 
radiotherapeutic and chemotherapy practice require careful assessment to ensure that these changes 
are truly beneficial. The best evidence comes from a Canadian systematic review, a Cochrane review in 
2011 and a consensus ESGO State of the Art conference in 2014 but most of this is very low certainty 
evidence (257-259). 

Following surgery without any added radiation, follow up is usually in the gynaecological oncology clinic 
supervised by specialist teams. Clinical examination will be undertaken, and smears may be taken.  If any 
uncertainty a biopsy will be organised. There is no proven benefit for imaging of asymptomatic patients, 
but imaging will be directed by symptoms. Routine use of cervical screening after radiation therapy is 
not recommended. Following fertility-sparing surgery, cervical screening is advised. 
(https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-
type/cervical-cancer#heading-Zero) 

Traditionally, most recurrences were thought to occur within the first 2 years of follow-up following 
definitive treatment, but recent evidence suggests that this may be delayed when chemotherapy is 
incorporated in the treatment. Patients receiving concomitant cisplatin-based chemotherapy have a 
better outcome than those treated by radiation alone, thus recurrences are more frequently 
documented after the second year. This has significant implications as historically follow-up was more 
closely observed in the first 2 years, but now patients may need to be seen more frequently for longer. 
The BGCS has issued a comprehensive paper about the value of patient initiated follow up in 
gynaecological cancers, including cervical cancer, that supports this approach in patients with early 
disease who have not experienced any relapse (Newton et.al. Int J Gynae Cancer 2020 in press).  

15.1 Identifying relapsed disease 

https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-type/cervical-cancer#heading-Zero
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-type/cervical-cancer#heading-Zero
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However, contrary to this, there is published evidence to show that the numbers of patients picked up 
with relapse at the time of a clinic visit is actually relatively small and that most recurrences are interval 
relapses. In times of limited resources, it may be better to use these services more efficiently. However, 
there are other reasons for follow up such as emotional and psychosocial/psycho-sexual support and 
management of any menopausal symptoms and management of delayed surgical or radiation-induced 
sequelae. Furthermore, there are opportunities to reinforce the importance of smoking cessation. Not 
only is this beneficial to an individual’s health but will also reduce the risk of subsequent gynaecological 
tract malignancies (mainly vaginal and vulval/perineal) but also other smoking related squamous cancers 
in lung and head and neck. This will be discussed in the following chapter. 

Tumour markers such as the squamous cell carcinoma antigen (SCCA) are available, but there are very 
few centres in the United Kingdom who use it and it is not recommended for routine use. There are no 
other recommended tumour markers in clinical practice.  

15.2 Imaging 
Imaging is also controversial in the follow up of patients with cervix cancers.  This would only be useful if 
there is a salvage treatment option. Some experts recommend re-imaging with MRI at 3 months post 
chemoradiation to show whether there is residual disease or not. The only randomised trials that have 
looked at chemoradiation followed by hysterectomy have failed to show any survival advantage and 
were terminated early. Therefore, the evidence base for recommending this is dubious at best and is a 
questionable use of this resource. Salvage hysterectomy should be considered on an individual basis at 
the MDT. If surgery is considered, an MRI is essential to delineate extent of disease for optimal surgical 
planning.  

Potentially more valuable is the use of follow-up FDG PET/CT imaging. Data from Grigsby and his 
colleagues in Washington Missouri have shown that follow-up scans can be highly predictive of the risk 
of recurrence (260,261). Positive uptake on the FDG PET/CT at 3 months was usually associated with 
premature death whereas patients with complete metabolic response were generally in remission at 
five years and considered to be cured. The use of FDG PET/CT scanning at 3-6 months after treatment 
may help to identify those at low risk of recurrence who could then be put on minimal intervention 
follow-up or even nurse-led clinics whereas those with positive scans would need a higher intensity 
follow-up as they would be at considerable risk of developing a recurrence. 

Recommendations:  

• Follow  up should be undertaken by gynaecological or  oncological specialist teams arranged 
according to local arrangements. Access to a CNS can help to provide psycho-social and sexual 
support. Routine imaging has no place and should be used in symptomatic patients. (Grade C) 
 

16 Supportive care – psychological care for patients and carers with cervix cancer 

Over 49,000 women are living with or beyond cervical cancer in the UK today. Every day nine women 
are diagnosed, and it is currently the most common cancer in women under 35 years of age. Survival is 
high with over two thirds of women living 10 years or more however for those affected, diagnosis and 
treatment can have a significant impact on a quality of life starting for many when abnormal cells are 
detected for the first time. 

In addition to pain and uncertainty, many treatment types bring multiple, long term physical and 
psychological consequences which can be extreme in their presentation. Impact on finances, 
relationships and ability to carry out day to day functions such as employment, education, shopping, 
housework and leisure activities cannot be underestimated. Being given the ‘all clear’ is far from the end 
as many women may have to live with numerous side effects and emotional and physical scars for the 
rest of their life. 
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In a report, http://www.jostrust.org.uk/longtermconsequences  using the largest known dataset of 
cervical cancer patients, Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust found that far higher than anticipated numbers are 
affected by multiple, often complex long-term consequences of their diagnosis and treatment. High 
numbers of women reported unmet physical and psychological needs with many simply suffering in 
silence. (262) 

Almost ninety percent (88%) of women reported experiencing at least one long term physical problem, 
two thirds (63%) at least three, and a quarter (24%) six or more potentially life-changing physical 
problems including with bowel and urinary function (both 54%), pain (52%) and negative impact on their 
sex life (67%). Many problems were reported as presenting for the first time long after treatment was 
complete with many presenting at least a year after treatment. The further women were from 
treatment, the greater the number of problems they reported, clearly highlighting the longevity of the 
impact of a diagnosis and the need for ongoing care and support. (262) 

In addition to physical problems, the psychological impact of a cervical cancer diagnosis is significant. 
37% of the women questioned reported depression and among young women it is far more pronounced 
with 79% of 25-34-year olds feeling blue, sad, down or depressed compared to 57% across all ages. The 
impact of cervical cancer does not stop after treatment is finished or when the five-year milestone has 
passed but can often be long term.  

For many women anxiety, fear and uncertainty start well before diagnosis with referral to colposcopy or 
even invitation to screening being a stressful experience. Lack of information or signposting to sources 
of support can contribute to anxiety over waiting for results or uncertainty over potential outcomes or 
next steps. Ensuring women are made aware of reliable sources such as Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust can 
reduce isolation and alleviate pressure on those working within primary and secondary care to be the 
sole source of information and support. This also ensures women feel in control of their treatment 
options, decision making and fully understand the potential consequences they may face as a result of 
those decisions. Increased awareness of long-term consequences will enable women to identify 
symptoms, seek early intervention and better self-manage their care. Cervical cancer remains a less 
common cancer therefore many women will often never have met someone in the same situation as 
themselves. Signposting to relevant charities, support networks and services can enable women to make 
contact with others with similar experiences for mutual support. This includes through forums and 
support groups have been shown to reduce isolation and can significantly increase psychological and 
emotional wellbeing.  

Following completion of treatment, patients will have significantly reduced contact with their care team. 
For some women this may be a relief, for others it is a difficult transition leaving them feeling 
vulnerable. Instead of speaking with their oncologist or a familiar member of their care team, patients 
may present to unfamiliar healthcare professionals such as A&E or their GP. Again, this is where a key 
worker or CNS become invaluable. Without encouragement to seek help many women simply accept 
their physical or emotional challenges which can lead to poor self- management of conditions, where 
expert intervention is required. Without appropriate information and signposting, women are more 
likely to feel unsure of where to seek help, feel embarrassed or lack the confidence to speak out. Fear of 
having further tests and treatment can also contribute to women remaining silent. A lack of awareness 
of the long-term consequences of cervical cancer and treatment is contributing to women experiencing 
typical symptoms not being diagnosed or referred and even being told nothing can be done.  

Minimal research and understanding in this field have contributed to gaps in expertise, literature and 
information available to both professionals and patients. Just 21% of women who looked for 
information on long-term consequences of cervical cancer and treatment report fully finding what they 
need. Of 67% of women who reported having negative changes in their sex life as a direct result of 
treatment, a shocking 68% had not spoken to a doctor and of those affected by changes to their bowel 

http://www.jostrust.org.uk/longtermconsequences
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or bladder (both 54%) 39% and 42% respectively had not spoken to a doctor about these issues. Only 
half of women who experienced bowel and urinary problems had received treatment (41% and 54% 
respectively) and for those who experienced negative changes in their sex life, just 10% had received 
treatment. Worryingly high numbers say their emotional (75%) and physical (70%) needs have not been 
fully met. Long term chronic conditions bring added psychological strain therefore early referral and 
treatment is essential to alleviating this.  

The emotional impact of diagnosis and treatment is also often neglected with 34% reporting their 
emotional needs not being addressed at all with only 25% could say they had been completely 
addressed. Unmet needs were reported among women of all ages, however, was greater among 
younger women and women further from diagnosis. Only 7% of 25-34-year olds said that the long-term 
emotional impacts of their treatment had been completely addressed and treated, rising to 46% for 65-
84-year olds. While women were more positive about the physical impacts being addressed, only 30% 
said they had been completely addressed with 20% saying they had not been addressed at all. This 
demonstrates a clear need for support and referral for women affected by cervical cancer. The disparity 
in emotional and physical impacts may demonstrate a lack of awareness about the emotional 
consequences of cervical cancer and treatment which urgently needs to change. 

Ongoing provision of and access to information and support is essential to ensuring they receive the 
information at a time that is appropriate to the individual patient, this can be as simple as posters on 
walls signposting to charities including Macmillan, Maggie’s and Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust.  

The role of a designated CNS or key worker cannot be understated. This vital role offers consistent 
support from point of diagnosis, providing a holistic approach to the care and support needs of the 
patient. 

Each patient should have a Recovery Package. This valuable tool can support health professionals in 
delivery of patient-centred care, helping to identify and address changing needs from diagnosis 
onwards. When a patient is discharged from oncology, a detailed treatment summary helps facilitate a 
seamless transition from secondary to primary care and a multidisciplinary approach to long term care. 
If every patient and health professional is encouraged to use it to its full potential, it could significantly 
improve quality of life, enabling the patient to feel better informed and in control in addition to reducing 
delays in referrals, subsequent diagnosis and treatment or management.  

For women who work, lack of assistance and support to return to work can have an extremely 
detrimental impact not only on their financial situation but also on mental health. For women who 
work, or worked pre diagnosis, returning to work may be an important part of rebuilding life post 
cancer. Impact on employment status is high with 60% of women who have had negative changes to 
employment status attributing it to their diagnosis and treatment. More research is needed to fully 
understand the issues faced by women regarding employment and returning to work to identify where 
interventions are needed to assist both employers and employees.  

It is impossible to separate the physical and psychological impacts of a diagnosis of cervical cancer as 
physical difficulties caused by treatment can in themselves lead to emotional and psychological 
conditions and they in turn can have an impact on physical wellbeing. Physical consequences can be 
lifelong meaning that the psychological needs of women following diagnosis may change or increase 
over time. For young women, where greater numbers of diagnoses are seen, coping with loss of fertility 
or early menopause can be devastating and exacerbated when dealing with changes in appearance and 
watching friends go through pregnancy. Societal pressures and expectations around women’s ability to 
conceive only serve to heighten the isolation and distress that women affected by cervical cancer may 
already be experiencing. Avoiding psychological impact is impossible, and therefore ensuring women 
have the best possible experience of diagnosis, treatment and care along with continued access to 
support long term can alleviate some of the feelings of anxiety, fear and uncertainty. Feeling informed 
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and in control through the provision of information can lead to women feeling engaged and active in 
their treatment decisions leading to better patient outcomes. 

Psycho-oncological support and CNS support should be offered to all women with the diagnosis of 
cervical cancer (Grade C) 

16.1 Management of complications and late effect/quality of life 
This section provides information on prevention, identification and management of complications, late 
effects and quality of life issues following a cancer of the cervix diagnosis and treatment. It aims to 
guide/signpost the reader to agencies/services that provide appropriate intervention and support for 
the woman and her family if needed. 

Women should have the opportunity to address symptoms attributed to their cancer and its 
management before, during and after treatment. Predictable side-effects are dependent on treatment 
modality and can include but are not limited to sexuality/sexual morbidity, menopause, lymphoedema, 
effects on gastrointestinal and urinary systems and psychosocial concerns. Both physiological and 
psychosocial factors can impact on quality of life, addressing possible and actual problems as they arise 
may help to reduce the negative impact experienced by women. It is good practice to talk about 
symptoms that could be attributed to cancer and the consequence of treatment and this should also be 
addressed at each follow-up appointment or through holistic needs assessment. 

Women should receive appropriate information so they are informed of the relevant risks of short- and 
long-term side-effects during the consenting process, this should be recorded on the consent form. 
Good quality information is available from both Macmillan and Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust charities which 
the patient can source themselves or be given in clinic (this is provided free of charge).  

• http://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-support/cervical-cancer/  

• https://www.jostrust.org.uk/about-cervical-cancer/cervical-cancer   

• https://be.macmillan.org.uk/be/s-605-radiotherapy.aspx 

Areas of specific concerns are: 

16.2 Sexuality/Sexual morbidity 
Factual information on possible anatomical changes due to surgery or radiotherapy should be given to 
the women prior to treatment.  This will acknowledge that the subject of sexuality is open should she 
need to seek further information if difficulties occur. The use of vaginal dilators following radiotherapy 
should be recommended to reduce the risk of stenosis. If women experience sexual difficulties these 
should be addressed and where possible specific suggestions given e.g. use of lubrication during 
intercourse. Where available, women with ongoing difficulties should be referred to psychosexual 
services. Fertility can play an important role in a women’s sexuality. Where possible, fertility sparing 
treatment should be considered in women who wish to maintain their fertility. Referral to fertility 
services to discuss other options should also be available.  

16.3 Menopause and hormone replacement therapy 
Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) should be considered in women who develop treatment induced 
premature menopause to reduce risks associated with early menopause including cardiovascular and 
skeletal morbidity and menopause symptoms. There is no evidence recommending specific HRT 
preparations however those women with an intact uterus should receive combined HRT, this includes 
those women who have had radiotherapy. In women who do not want HRT, alternative health and 
lifestyle therapies may help – signpost appropriately. Local vaginal oestrogen application can also be 
used to improve side-effects of vaginal stenosis/dryness; alternatively, vaginal moisturisers may be 
helpful. 

http://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-support/cervical-cancer/
https://www.jostrust.org.uk/about-cervical-cancer/cervical-cancer
https://be.macmillan.org.uk/be/s-605-radiotherapy.aspx
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16.4 Lymphoedema 
Risk of developing lymphoedema ranges from 21% following surgery alone to 77.8% in those who have 
undergone both surgery and radiotherapy. Prophylactic information on reducing the risk of 
lymphoedema should be available to women (http://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-
support/coping/side-effects-and-symptoms/lymphoedema ). And those women who develop 
lymphoedema should be referred to specialist lymphoedema services. 

16.5 Bowel/bladder function  
At follow up ask if any new problems relating to bowel/bladder function, if present initially manage with 
simple solutions such as loperamide for diarrhoea, dietary changes for constipation, anticholinergics for 
bladder urgency. Consider referral to other services for persistent problems e.g. gastroenterology, 
colorectal, urodynamic, continence or urology as appropriate. 

16.6 Psychosocial 
The impact of cancer and treatment can affect quality of life, the psychosocial needs of women should 
be addressed throughout; health needs assessment should be performed at pivotal points in the cancer 
pathway. Women should have the opportunity to explore ways of improving their quality of life through 
appropriate support and signposting to survivorship/living with and beyond cancer, and psychological 
services where available. The following references are recommended for further reading (263-271). 

Recommendations:  

• Prevention, identification and management of complications, late effects and quality of life 
issues following a cancer of the cervix diagnosis and treatment are essential part of package of 
care – (Grade C) 

• Recording of late side effects should be documented (Grade C) 

• Written information should be provided about treatment choices and side effects including late 
effects. (Grade C) 

• Access to a CNS or equivalent and psycho-sexual counsellors should be available as part of the 
multi-disciplinary team. (Grade C) 
 

17 Rare malignancies: small cell, mucinous and clear cell carcinomas, and sarcomas of the uterine 
cervix 

17.1 High grade NEC of small cell type 
These are all very rare and uncommon cancers and as such there is no evidence from randomised 
clinical trials data to support the optimal management. Most experience and evidence will come from 
case reports, small series or the reports of experience from the larger cancer centres. Crucial to the 
management of these tumours is the availability of a dedicated expert gynaecological oncology 
pathologist and commonly surgical tissues may need to be looked at for second specialist opinion. Many 
of these rare tumours can be difficult to interpret histologically and require a panel of 
immunocytochemistry, and even then, may be difficult to identify the histological subtype. Molecular 
pathology is evolving and in the course of the next few years will probably characterise these tumours 
with greater precision. 

A recent report looked at the genomic landscape of small cell carcinomas of the cervix. Aneuploidy was 
common, occurring in nearly of the cases reported (265). A variety of mutations were reported including 
MSH2, pi3kinase and pTEN whereas TP53 and RB1 most commonly seen in small cell lung cancer were 
relatively uncommon.  It is hoped that identification of these mutations may eventually lead to better 
selection of new drugs. Currently these rare tumours include neuroendocrine tumours (small cell 
carcinomas and carcinoids), clear cell carcinomas, mucinous carcinomas and rare sarcomas. 

http://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-support/coping/side-effects-and-symptoms/lymphoedema
http://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-support/coping/side-effects-and-symptoms/lymphoedema
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17.2 Neuroendocrine tumours (NETs)  
These are rare (orphan status) especially in the gynaecological tract and are classified differently. This 
terminology was introduced in the 1970s but WHO 2014 classifies neuroendocrine tumours as low grade 
NET to include typical and atypical carcinoid tumours, and high-grade neuroendocrine carcinomas (NEC) 
which includes small cell and mixed large cell NECs. (273-276).   

Primary cervical carcinoids tumours are better differentiated and exceedingly rare. Usually it is 
necessary to exclude a primary of the gastro-intestinal tract. For detailed advice on carcinoids, reference 
should be made to the standard guidelines from National and International Societies (277,278). This 
guideline will focus primarily on small cell carcinoma of cervix. Small cell neuroendocrine carcinomas 
probably account for less than 1% of all cervix cancers and are amongst the most lethal. It is important 
to differentiate between pure small cell cancers and poorly differentiated squamous carcinomas that 
have neuroendocrine elements as these are probably best managed as G3 epithelial carcinomas. Pure 
small cell carcinomas are generally composed of small round cells and have characteristic 
immunocytochemical staining. Mixed large cell and small cell tumours are also seen and are currently  
included within the NET family of tumours. (279-281) 

Clinical presentation is usually very similar to that of any other carcinoma of the cervix, but they are 
slightly more common in the younger age group. They are associated with HPV exposure but more 
commonly HPV 16 and 34 are found. Some patients may present with hypercalcaemia, which may be 
due to secretion of parathyroid hormone related peptide (PTHRP), without evidence of bony metastasis, 
and this is usually a poor prognostic factor.  Occasional patients may present with hyponatraemia and 
SIADH. Staging and clinical investigation are the same for all types of cervix cancer with a biopsy, MRI 
pelvis and 18FDG PET CT scanning. Cases should be presented to the MDT for further discussion of 
management on an individual basis but would not be a standard of care (279-281). 

Early stage disease 
In early stage cases the standard approach is a radical hysterectomy and lymph node dissection  
following further MDT discussion, these patients should be offered adjuvant chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy in virtually all cases, given the high risk of relapse. The published data shows that virtually 
no patients with bulky stage II disease or higher stage will be cured and only around 1/3 of the early-
stage cases will have 5-year survival. Since no clinical trials have been carried out, there is no firm 
evidence to support the adjuvant treatment post-operatively, but many would advocate either 
concomitant cisplatin-based chemoradiation or adjuvant platinum and etoposide followed by pelvic 
irradiation. There is no evidence to support the use of prophylactic cranial irradiation which had been 
advocated by some in the past. 

The usual schedule of chemotherapy will be a platinum and etoposide combination, with 4-6 cycles 
given at 3-weekly intervals. Either carboplatin or cisplatin can be given as determined by clinician’s 
choice. There is no evidence to support whether 4 or 6 cycles should be given. Lung oncologists who 
treat small cell cancers tend to use 4 cycles whereas those treating gynaecological cancers more 
frequently favour up to 6 cycles. 

Advanced stage disease 
For more advanced disease, bulky stage IIB (>5cm) or higher stage, chemotherapy is normally 
recommended initially. Many experts would recommend that the chemotherapy drugs and doses used 
for small cell lung cancer are prescribed but again there is no hard evidence to support this. Most 
centres will use either cisplatin or carboplatin combined with etoposide and administer between 4 and 6 
cycles of chemotherapy at 3 weekly intervals. In patients who have had a very good response to this 
induction chemotherapy and where the tumour may have shrunk to less than 4 cm and furthermore 
where there is no evidence of distant metastatic disease, discussion should take place at the MDT to 
consider the potential place of radical hysterectomy and lymph node dissection. A follow up FDG PET 
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scan should be considered before embarking on a radical surgical approach. These patients will then 
require adjuvant radiation post-operatively.  

For patients who receive neoadjuvant chemotherapy but do not achieve sufficient shrinkage to permit 
surgery or whether there are other contraindications, high-dose (chemo-)radiotherapy should be 
considered with external beam radiotherapy and intracavitary brachytherapy. Very few patients 
however will go on to long-term remission or cure. Concomitant weekly cisplatin may be offered but be 
wary of risk of neuropathy. Doses of radiation will be similar to those used in squamous cancers of 
cervix. 

Studies which have deployed high dose chemotherapy with marrow transplant and maintenance 
chemotherapy are unproven. Equally whilst bevacizumab has been shown to be active in squamous cell 
carcinomas of the cervix, there is no proven data to support its use in small cell NEC of cervix. However, 
a recent report of topotecan, paclitaxel and bevacizumab has suggested possible benefit, but the series 
was small and non-randomised. 

Metastatic or recurrent disease 
In those patients where scanning shows residual, persistent or  progressive extra pelvic disease, options 
are very limited. Second line chemotherapy may be offered but is rarely effective. Topoisomerase 
inhibitors potentially should be effective but the use of topotecan has been very disappointing. Others 
have used the CAVE regimen used in small cell lung cancer but again with limited effect. Several small 
series in small cell ovarian cancers have reported on dose dense and dose intense weekly carboplatin 
and paclitaxel but again no long-term responders were identified. To date no new targeted agents have 
been identified as being effective but it is hoped that with new developments in molecular pathology 
over the course of the next few years, new targets will be identified leading to new drugs. As mentioned 
above, one small series has suggested topotecan, paclitaxel and bevacizumab may show promise and 
needs further assessment. 

Fertility preserving options 
Again, there is no widescale experience and these patients should be managed within a multi-
disciplinary team with careful counselling that the use of fertility preserving surgery is unproven in this 
situation. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy with carboplatin and paclitaxel may be considered and some form 
of conservative surgery. Given the uncertainty of risk of recurrence, early attempts to conceive and 
elective post-partum surgery can be discussed. 

Progress in the management of these tumours is difficult but collaboration by international groups such 
as the Gynaecological Cancer InterGroup (GCIG) may help to take forward the management of these 
rare and difficult tumours. Only these organisations can manage to conduct the kinds of clinical trials 
needed to improve care in these rare tumours. 

17.3 Mucinous tumours 
These are very rare, and it is important to ensure it is not an endometrial tumour that has extended 
down to the cervix. The clinical management would normally be very similar to that for squamous or 
adenocarcinoma of the cervix with standard pre-treatment workup. Recent pathology review has 
suggested that there is an intestinal sub-type, which behaves differently and may explain the poor 
responsiveness to standard chemotherapy-based approaches. 

More recently has been the identification of gastric type adenocarcinoma, which appears to carry a 
worse prognosis. It is therefore important to recognise the gastric-type adenocarcinoma. They are the 
largest group of non-HPV associated carcinomas. They are often larger in size, of higher stage and 
poorer outcome than HPV associated carcinomas.  They have an increased risk of disease recurrence 
and a decreased 5-year disease specific survival rate. They are characterised by the pressure of 
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abundant clear, foamy or pale cytoplasm, distinct cytoplasmic borders, pleomorphic nuclei and foci of 
minimal deviation architecture with minimal stromal response (282,283). 

If the tumour is confined to the cervix and less than 4 cm, radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymph node 
dissection would normally be the treatment of choice. There are questions about the radio sensitivity of 
mucinous tumours at other sites but if the tumour is not considered suitable for surgical resection then 
concomitant chemoradiation would be considered for localised disease. 

If there is evidence of distant metastatic spread, systemic treatment would be considered. 
Consideration should be given to the use of combination regimens as used in colorectal cancer such as 
oxaliplatin or irinotecan and capecitabine/5-Fluoro-uracil and folinic acid. There is of course no 
randomised data to support the use of any particular combination but intuitively for a mucinous 
tumour, regimens used for colorectal cancer are more likely to have a better outcome. 

17.4 Clear cell carcinomas (CCC) 
These again are rare, and the same basic principles of management apply as for mucinous or other rare 
tumours. These should be discussed at the multidisciplinary team and subjected to the usual clinical 
workup and examination. Where the tumour is suitable for surgery, the patient should be offered 
radical hysterectomy and lymph node dissection. If adjuvant treatment is required there is limited 
evidence that paclitaxel added to cisplatin or carboplatin may improve the response rates but again this 
is based on very limited series. Some of this is also extrapolated from Japanese experience in CCC of 
ovary. 

Again, there is some suggestion that clear cell carcinomas may have reduced radio sensitivity compared 
to squamous cell carcinomas, but there is no evidence to support the view that higher doses of radiation 
may be more effective, and the patient should be treated in the same manner. For patients with 
advanced disease, with extra pelvic spread, chemotherapy with carboplatin and paclitaxel is probably 
the preferred schedule with some limited evidence suggesting that regimens including paclitaxel may 
confer a slightly higher benefit. 

17.5  Basaloid and adenoid cystic carcinomas 
These are again exceedingly rare and may include pure basaloid carcinomas, adenoid-basal carcinomas 
and adenoid cystic carcinomas. These are usually managed surgically and are often polypoidal. There is 
very little published data regarding the management. The older literature suggested these were less 
radio responsive. 

17.6 Sarcomatous tumours of the cervix 
These are very rare but include adenosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, and even endometrial stromal sarcoma 
as well as high-grade undifferentiated sarcoma. Even rarer are rhabdomyosarcomas which may present 
as a polypoid mass although not like the botryoides pattern seen in childhood. Many of these start as 
polypoidal tumours and can be managed surgically with very limited evidence to suggest whether they 
need any adjuvant treatment and they should be discussed on an individual basis at the MDT. 
Consideration should be given to discussing with colleagues from other centres particularly in the case 
of these ultra-rare tumours. 

Carcinosarcomas are not true sarcomas and should be managed as poorly differentiated carcinomas. It 
is beyond the scope of this article to go into further detail about their management. 

Recommendations:  

• These are rare tumours and all cases must be discussed at MDTs. Consideration should be given 
to supra-regional teams providing the treatment with shared care for follow up. (Grade D) 

18.  Fertility sparing surgery in cervical cancer  
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18.1 Service delivery 
When offering fertility sparing treatments for cervical cancer it is important to consider the efficacy in 
treating cancer, the effectiveness in preserving fertility, and the complications of surgery. Complications 
may be to the patient, such as those secondary to parametrial resection, but they may also involve 
infertility from cervical stenosis and adverse effects on subsequent pregnancies such as premature 
labour and consequential harm to a neonate. It is a difficult balance for a woman who has every right to 
compromise on her chances of cure in order to maximise a subsequent favourable obstetric outcome if 
she achieves a cure. If this right is to be respected, then it is intuitive that centres offering these 
treatments should be able to provide adequate counselling and support services. A woman’s perception 
of the relative importance of different outcomes (oncological and obstetric) must be respected by 
professionals. Where the issues to consider are complex, such as the risk and consequences of 
premature labour following trachelectomy, it seems sensible to offer support from a CNS and for 
treatment to occur in a centre experienced in providing fertility sparing surgery.  A recent survey from 
Public Health England estimated that only 80 cases of trachelectomy occur in England annually (284) and 
as case numbers for a particular centre are likely to be low, it is considered good practice for units to 
prospectively audit their outcomes. 

Full clinical history, initial colposcopic examination and possibly hysteroscopy for measuring cervical 
lengths prior to trachelectomy, are important tools for the decision-making process of a fertility sparing 
surgery and may be used in conjunction with some form of conisation to determine those patients who 
can have the most conservative of fertility sparing approaches.   

Recommendations: 

• Counselling for procedures should include details of the oncological and fertility-sparing efficacy 
as well as potential complications to the patient, risks to subsequent pregnancies, and adverse 
outcomes to children who might be born prematurely 

• A patient who prioritizes one set of outcomes above another (oncological versus obstetric) 
should have their views respected and the direction of treatment modified appropriately if 
necessary 

• Centres performing fertility sparing surgery should be experienced in the techniques they use 
and audit their outcomes regularly. (Grade C) 
 

18.2 Treatment options 

Conisation for stage IA cervical cancer 
Conisation for stage IA cervical cancer has been recommended by numerous authors (285,286) and is 
included in another established guideline (287,288). The aim of conisation is to achieve negative margins 
to both cancer and dysplasia. A 3mm margin to cancer has been recommended in previous guidelines 
(280). Cold knife conisation has the advantage over loop conisation (LLETZ) in that the margins are easier 
to assess. However, LLETZ is acceptable as long as adequate margins are achieved along with a non-
fragmented specimen, correct histological orientation, and no electrosurgical artefact interfering with 
marginal assessment (289-291).  

A detailed assessment of these risks is outside the scope of this guideline, but it should be noted that 
when treating stage Ia disease, patients often receive more than one conisation or large cones greater 
than 15mm deep which are associated with a greater risk of these complications. This must be explained 
to patients undergoing conisation for cervical cancer. 

Recommendations: 
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• Conisation (cold knife or LLETZ) is an acceptable local treatment for stage IA1 (FIGO 2018) 
squamous cell and adenocarcinoma of the cervix. In stage IA2 with LVSI a pelvic LND should also 
be performed 

• Re-conisation is recommended if margins to the cancer are within 3mm, if there are positive 
margins to intra-epithelial neoplasia, if the specimen cannot be orientated, is fragmented, or has 
diathermy artefact that makes margin assessment impossible 

• Conisation (LLETZ, knife, & LASER) for cervical cancer is often large or multiple and carries a risk 
of cervical incompetence, premature labour, and neonatal death. This must be explained to 
women who have this treatment 
 

18.3 Simple trachelectomy and cone biopsy for selected subsets of women with stage IB1 (FIGO 2018) 
cervical cancer 
A number of authors have identified a group of patients with stage IB1 cervical cancer in whom the risk 
of parametrial spread is low leading to the hypothesis that a more conservative approach to selected 
cases may be appropriate. Kinney et al (293) found no parametrial involvement in a group of women 
with less than 3mm depth of tumour irrespective of the width.  Covens et al (294) found the risk of 
parametrial involvement in 536 women to be only 0.6% when the lesion was <20mm in maximum 
diameter with <10mm of stromal invasion and negative lymph nodes. Wright et al (295) found the 
incidence of parametrial involvement to be 0.4% in a group of 270 patients with no lymph-vascular 
space invasion and tumours less than 20mm while Frumovitz et al (296) found the incidence to be 0% in 
a similar group of 125 women. 

Centres offering fertility sparing surgery should have a protocol in place to offer a select group of 
women more conservative surgery and audit their outcomes.  

Recommendations : 

• Selected women with low volume disease are suitable for treatment by conisation alone. 

• A centre offering fertility sparing surgery should have a protocol for selecting women with low 
volume disease for cone biopsy or simple trachelectomy rather than radical trachelectomy. 

• Centres offering cone biopsy or simple trachelectomy for stage IB1 (FIGO 2018) disease should 
audit their outcomes prospectively. 

 
18.4.1 Radical vaginal trachelectomy (RVT) for stage IB1 (FIGO 2018) disease 
The efficacy of RVT for the treatment of cervical cancer has been systematically reviewed (297,298). 
Published data on RVT includes women with stage IA1, IA2, and IB1 disease (299-301). Those patients 
with IB1 disease have both low volume and high-volume tumours. Where it is possible to define, only 
922/1277 (72%) of women reported in the literature had the procedure performed for stage IB1 disease 
(300-302) . When additional treatment is reported in papers, 150/1355 (11.1%) never completed or 
retained fertility sparing treatment either because of adverse factors subsequently diagnosed as part of 
work up or because of the need for adjuvant treatment (further surgery or radiotherapy).  

Specific complications of RVT include cerclage erosion and cervical stenosis. Cerclage erosion is not 
routinely reported in the literature but seems to occur in between 0 and 30% of cases (303-305). 
Disadvantages of trachelectomy are lower fertility rates and risk of preterm delivery. Alternative options 
include discussions to include the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by conisation or simple 
trachelectomy. 

The probability of a woman achieving at least one pregnancy following RVT is unclear in the literature. 
This is because data is often confounded by patients not attempting a pregnancy; occasions when one 
woman had more than one pregnancy and this not being reported clearly; and instances of short follow-
up periods. One group used an actuarial analysis to calculate the percent probability of conception to be 
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53% (305). When the numbers of women trying for a pregnancy are reported in the literature, we found 
299 (54.5%) women achieved a pregnancy out of 549 trying to conceive (294,302). Where it was 
possible to interpret data, we found 293/541 women (54.2%) achieved at least one live birth (294,302). 
Although these numbers are similar, many women had more than one pregnancy and there were many 
cases of first and second trimester miscarriages, and even cases of pregnancies being terminated. When 
reported, and data possible to interpret, a pregnancy following RVT was secondary to fertility treatment 
in 41/159 (25.8%) of cases (305,306). It should be noted that fertility in this group of women is not only 
compromised by the RVT and cervical stenosis, but also by the fact that on average, women are over the 
age of 30 years. 

Of babies born to women who have had RVT, where it is possible to glean the data, 113/295 (38.3%) are 
born prematurely (36 weeks and less) (294,304,305). In addition, where it is possible to interpret the 
data 44/259 (17.0%) of babies born to women who had had RVT are born very prematurely (<32 weeks) 
(294,307). For this reason and because delivery is likely to be by caesarean section (possibly through a 
classical incision), it is advised that pregnancies are supervised by an obstetric team experienced in high 
risk obstetrics. Furthermore, women need to be advised of the above risks and counselled as to the risks 
of prematurity. 

Recommendations: 

• Radical vaginal trachelectomy is an acceptable fertility sparing treatment for women with stage 
IB1 (FIGO 2018) disease 

• At histological review, those with low risk and low volume tumours should be considered for 
cone biopsy instead of radical trachelectomy 

• When patients are considered for RVT, the risk of eventually receiving treatment that is fertility 
sacrificing (such as radiotherapy) is in the region of 11%. This figure should be presented to 
patients who should be counselled appropriately taking in to account other prognostic markers 
such as grade, LVSI, tumour size, and audit figures from the centre providing treatment    

• The risk of recurrence following RVT is in the region of 5%. This figure should be presented to 
patients who should be counselled appropriately taking in to account other prognostic markers 
such as grade, LVSI, tumour size, and audit figures from the local centre providing treatment 

• Prior to surgery, a woman scheduled for an RVT should be informed in detail about all surgical 
risks and the impact of the procedure on her fertility and future obstetric outcomes 

• Prior to surgery, a woman scheduled for RVT should be warned that if they do conceive, and a 
cerclage is in situ, a caesarean section will be required 

• Centres offering RVT should audit their outcomes regularly. This should include recurrence 
rates, complications, fertility rates, and obstetric outcomes 

• Given the rarity of these cases most of the above is based on expert opinion  
 

18.4.2. Abdominal radical trachelectomy (ART) for stage IB1 disease 
The efficacy of ART for the treatment of cervical cancer has been systematically reviewed (297-298) for 
women with stage IA1 – IB1 disease for both low and high volume tumours. As with RVT, it is difficult to 
calculate the exact figure for recurrence following ART for stage IB1 lesions. This is as the figures 
reported in the literature are contaminated with patients with stage IA1, IA2 & IIA lesions and in many 
cases it is impossible to dissect these patients out of reported results (297,298). For those patients 
included in systematic reviews in which a recurrence rate can be calculated, the overall recurrence rate 
from all people who were selected for trachelectomy (whether or not they had completion treatment) 
was 31/866 (3.6%) (297). If an assumption is made that all recurrences existed in women with stage IB1 
or greater, than the figure for recurrence would be 31/699 (4.4%) for this group (297). As with RVT, this 
figure is further distorted by series containing patients with short follow-up durations and influenced by 
tumour grade, presence of LVSI, tumour volume and other established prognostic factors. With the data 
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available, it seems sensible that the figure presented to patients as to the risk of recurrence should be in 
the region of 5% but also taking into account all the other prognostic markers available for an individual 
patient. 

Cerclage erosion as a surgical complication is not routinely reported in the literature but when reported 
occurs in 13/433 (3.0%) of cases (303). There was a total of 50/433 (11.3%) cases of cervical stenosis in 
papers where it was possible to assess for this complication. 

As with RVT the probability of a woman achieving at least one pregnancy following ART is not clear in 
the literature (303,309-312). This is for similar reasons to RVT that women not attempting a pregnancy 
often confound the results; there are occasions when one woman had more than one pregnancy and 
this is not clearly reported; and there are instances of short follow-up periods. When the numbers of 
women trying for a pregnancy are reported in the literature, we found 136 (41.6%) women achieved a 
pregnancy out of 327 trying to conceive (310-312). Of women who successfully conceived and where 
data could be interpreted, we found that 75/134 (56.0%) of pregnancies were secondary to fertility 
treatment. Where it was possible to interpret data, we found 35/142 women (24.6%) achieved at least 
one live birth (310-312). However, these numbers are small because much data was excluded as it was 
not clear in the literature how many of the live births were born to how many women. In total, 119/169 
(72.6%) of pregnancies resulted in some form of live birth. 

Of babies born to women who had an ART, where it is possible to glean the data, 59/118 (50.0%) are 
born prematurely (36 weeks and less) (310-312). However, as with RVT, the data is affected by women 
having elective caesarean sections at 36 weeks’ gestation.  

Recommendations: 

• Abdominal radical trachelectomy (ART) is an acceptable fertility sparing treatment for women 
with stage IB1 disease. Especially those with larger tumours 

• At histological review, those with low risk and low volume tumours should be considered for 
cone biopsy, simple trachelectomy, or radical vaginal trachelectomy 

• When patients are considered for ART, the risk of receiving treatment that is fertility sacrificing 
(such as radiotherapy) is in the region of 17%. This figure should be presented to patients who 
should be counselled appropriately taking in to account other prognostic markers such as grade, 
LVSI, tumour size, and audit figures from the centre providing treatment   

• The risk of recurrence following ART is in the region of 5%. This figure should be presented to 
patients who should be counselled appropriately taking into account other prognostic markers 
such as grade, LVSI, tumour size, and audit figures from the local centre providing treatment 

• Prior to surgery, women should be warned of the risk of cerclage erosion in the region of 3% and 
the risk of cervical stenosis in the region of 11% 

• Prior to surgery, women scheduled for an ART should be informed that the current data 
suggests the proportion of women who eventually achieve a pregnancy is over 42% but over 
50% of these pregnancies are secondary to fertility treatment. The proportion of women trying 
for a baby who have a live birth is about 25% 

• Prior to surgery, a woman scheduled for an ART should be informed that the premature delivery 
rate if a baby is achieved is just about 50% and the extreme premature labour rate about 20%. 
Women should also be informed that prematurity is associated with learning difficulties and 
slow development in children 

• Prior to surgery, a woman scheduled for an ART should be warned if they do conceive, with a 
stitch is in situ they will need a caesarean section 

• Centres offering ART should audit their outcomes regularly. This should include recurrence 
rates, complications, fertility rates, and obstetric outcomes 
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18.6  Ovarian transposition 
Ovarian transposition has been considered to preserve ovarian function in women who require pelvic 
radiotherapy. The aim is not just to preserve hormonal production but also to preserve function so that 
egg collection can occur, and surrogacy be considered. Ovarian transposition has been systematically 
reviewed (313). Of the twenty-four papers included in the systematic review, much of the data is 
contaminated by patients who did not actually undergo subsequent radiotherapy (314-316). Of women 
who had external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) 65% preserved their ovarian function but 5% of women 
developed ovarian cysts. Ovarian cyst development is often associated with subsequent severe pain and 
difficult surgery to remove entrapped ovaries. The meta-analysis did not include case reports and did 
not report any recurrences in this specific group of patients.  

There are a few unanswered questions regarding ovarian transposition. It seems sensible that not only 
the ovary but also the vascular pedicle needs to be moved away from the radiation field. Therefore, the 
ovarian ligament should be cut. Transposition of the Fallopian tube would preserve blood supply from 
the mesosalpinx but might carry cancer cells with it. High stage and poor histological type 
adenocarcinomas might have already metastasised to the ovary resulting in recurrence and perhaps this 
is the occasion when women with adenocarcinomas need to be treated differently. It seems intuitive 
that women with an adenocarcinoma and uterine spread should not have their ovaries transposed.  

Ovarian transposition is particularly difficult after ovarian stimulation due to the size of the ovaries. 

Opportunistic removal of tubes as risk reduction strategy should be discussed with the patient prior to 
the surgery.  

Recommendations: 

• Women due to receive external beam radiotherapy should be offered ovarian transposition if 
the radiation field will be away from the vascular pedicle 

• Opportunistic removal of tubes should be discussed with the patient 

• Prior to surgery a woman should be warned that the failure rate is in the region of 35% 

• Prior to surgery a woman should be advised that the risk of ovarian cyst formation and 
entrapment is in the region of 5% 

• Prior to surgery a woman should be warned of the potential risk of metastases to the 
transposed ovary 

• A surgeon should note that transposition following ovarian stimulation is more difficult due to 
the size of the ovaries (Grade D) 
 

18.7  Neo-adjuvant chemotherapy prior to fertility sparing surgery 
 
Current literature 
A number of studies has looked at neo-adjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) in an attempt to reduce tumour 
size and allow fertility sparing surgery when otherwise it might not be possible (311,317). Studies have 
included a variety of different histological types, and treatment modalities.  

Recommendations: 

• Women who would not normally qualify for fertility sparing surgery may be considered for NAC 
to reduce the size of the tumour 

• Use of a NAC protocol in this setting should either be audited within a registered service 
evaluation project or in a clinical study 
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